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THESIS ABSTRACT 

 

The thesis is concerned with the analysis and comparison of the villain characters from 

William Shakespeare’s plays Othello and Richard III. The basis for the examination is the 

polemics with F. R. Leavis’s essay “Diabolic Intellect and the Noble Hero: or The 

Sentimentalist’s Othello”, the main ideas of which are summarised and critically assessed 

in Chapter 2. The conclusions arising from the evaluation become the impulses for the 

analysis of Iago and Richard III which aims to highlight some aspects of Shakespeare’s 

method of portrayal of villains. Special attention is paid to the issue of the contrast between 

the true villainous self and the pretended virtuous semblance which is considered vital for 

the whole concept of Shakespearean villainy. In Chapter 3, the characters’ individual 

strategies of concealing their actual “being” with their internally created and controlled 

“seeming” identity are explored. Special attention is paid to their relation to the language 

as a tool which serves these strategies and, simultaneously, reveals them. Chapter 4 

proceeds from a detailed and focused analysis to a general overview of the characters. It 

approaches the theme of the creation of Iago’s and Richard III’s identities as a complex 

process in which both the villains and other characters participate, the former by forming 

their image, the latter by responding to it. The thesis explores selected issues that 

contribute to the definition of the specificity of both Shakespearean villains, such as their 

methods of influencing other characters or any potential development from their first to the 

last appearance on the stage. Finally, the thesis suggests some of the possibilities in 

interpreting the characters of Iago and Richard III. Broadly speaking, the main aim of the 

thesis is to analyse how the villain’s identity is constituted at various distinct levels. In the 

most general terms, the thesis strives to enter the dialogue with Leavis’s essay in order to 

search for arguments that would suggest whether the term “diabolic intellect” is more 

appropriate in its ironical or literal sense. 

 

key words: William Shakespeare; Frank Raymond Leavis; Renaissance; Othello; Richard 

III; villainy; identity 



 

 

ABSTRAKT 

 

Bakalářská práce se věnuje analýze a porovnání postav padouchů v hrách Williama 

Shakespeara Othello a Richard III. Základem pro zkoumání je polemika s esejí F. R. 

Leavise „Ďábelský intelekt a vznešený hrdina: aneb sentimentalistický Othello“, jejíž 

hlavní myšlenky jsou shrnuty a následně kriticky zhodnoceny v kapitole 2. Závěry 

vyplývající z tohoto hodnocení se stávají impulzy pro vlastní analýzu Jaga a Richarda III., 

která má za cíl zdůraznit některé rysy Shakespearovy metody zobrazování postav 

padouchů. Zvláštní pozornost je věnována rozporu mezi jejich skutečnou zlomyslnou 

povahou a předstíraným čestným zdáním, chápaným jako zásadní pro celý koncept 

shakespearovského padoušství. V kapitole 3 jsou zkoumány jednotlivé strategie skrývání 

opravdového „bytí“ za vnitřně utvořené a kontrolované „zdání“, zejména pak ve vztahu 

k jazyku jako nástroji, který těmto strategiím slouží a zároveň je prozrazuje. Kapitola 4 

postupuje od detailní a zaměřené analýzy k obecnému přehledu obou postav. Utváření 

identity Jaga a Richarda III chápe jako komplexní proces, na němž se spolupodílejí jak 

padouši, tak ostatní postavy: první formováním svého obrazu, druzí reakcí na něj. Práce 

zkoumá vybrané otázky, které přispívají k ukotvení obou shakespearovských padouchů 

jako výrazných a jedinečných postav, například jejich metody ovlivňování ostatních postav 

nebo potenciální vývoj od prvního do posledního výstupu ve hře. Závěrem práce nastiňuje 

některé možnosti interpretace Jaga a Richarda III. Všeobecně řečeno, cílem této práce je 

poukázat na to, jakým způsobem je identita padoucha utvářena na několika různých 

úrovních. V nejobecnější rovině se práce snaží vést dialog s Leavisovým esejem s cílem 

hledat argumenty, které by naznačily, zda je přiléhavější chápat termín „ďábelský intelekt“ 

ironicky nebo doslovně. 

 

klíčová slova: William Shakespeare; Frank Raymond Leavis; renesance; Othello; Richard 

III.; padoušství; identita 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The term “anatomy of villainy” in the title of the thesis indicates its main aim: 

similarly as the anatomy discloses and examines what usually remains concealed, the 

thesis strives to explore what may be called the tissue of Shakespeare’s portrayal of evil, 

i.e. the elements, motifs and impulses which constitute the literary bodies of the two 

villains. The material body of William Shakespeare’s work is restricted to 38 surviving 

dramas, 154 sonnets, two narrative poems, one allegorical poem and several texts the 

authorship of which is a subject of academic debates. However, its spiritual body, the 

range of human experience and emotions it encompasses, is boundless. This is illustrated 

by the richness of the afterlife of Shakespeare’s literary output which includes numerous 

theatrical productions, self-contained dramas inspired by it, as well as a separate branch of 

literary criticism.  

Evil is embedded in the structure of every Shakespeare’s play: as the driving force 

of the story it represents a significant theatrical element, as the antithesis to good it sets 

moral boundaries of the play. The thesis aims to examine the characters of villains as the 

embodiments of these principles, but it focuses primarily on their inner characteristics and 

impulses. Due to the extensiveness of the topic, the scope of the thesis is restricted only to 

two characters: Iago, the wicked ensign from the tragedy of Othello, and Richard III, the 

protagonist of the history play bearing his name and a minor character in the previous 

plays The Second Part of Henry the Sixth and The Third Part of Henry the Sixth. These two 

particular characters were chosen because they, in their own ways, stand out from their 

plays by the ingeniousness of their mind, by the magnitude of the image of their singular 

and sophisticated cunning devilry, and by their ability to effectively take control of the 

course of the play. These three shared features distinguish them from other villains, even 

though Shakespeare’s portfolio of wicked characters offers several other figures that could 

be taken into consideration as well, especially Aaron (Titus Andronicus), Macbeth and 

Edmund (King Lear).  

To give reasons why other villain characters were not included in the thesis, a brief 

overview of their typological differences from the characters of Iago and Richard III will 

now be given. In comparison to them, Aaron’s artistic rendering is generally less subtle, 

and his wickedness is more roughly sketched as it bears traces of primitive brutality, rather 
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than of malevolent genius. Moreover, the effectiveness of his evilness is crumbled by the 

presence of other villain characters in the tragedy. Macbeth, although sometimes 

considered a more elaborate version of the same character type as Richard III, represents a 

substantial digression from this kind of a figure. His intellect is accompanied by a 

developed conscience that, by painfully revealing its depths, places Macbeth far from the 

category of clear-cut malignity on the very verge of villainy and tragic heroism. It is 

Edmund who could be most probably ranked among Iago and Richard as he proves his 

intelligence and effective dissimulation in executing his plan; however, the nature and the 

structure of King Lear reduces the prominence of his well-elaborate evil. Equally as Aaron, 

Edmund has to struggle for the audience’s attention with other villain characters, which 

disrupts the notion of singularity that Iago and Richard III enjoy. 

The thesis aims to explore how the villains’ identities are negotiated in the course 

of the plays. Special attention is paid to the manner in which the greatest and vital paradox 

of villainy – the ability to split one’s self into the villainous “being” and virtuous 

“seeming” and maintaining this duality of mind without losing its integrity – is established 

in Iago and Richard III. The method of the thesis consists in analysing villainy at various 

levels, ranging from the microscopic examination of the villains’ verbal manipulation with 

individual words and their exploitation of word-puns, to the macroscopic overview of the 

villains’ development and possibilities of interpretation. In other words, the contrast 

between what the villains are, and what they seem to be (examined both from their 

behaviour and from their reception by other characters) is approached from several 

perspectives. 

In order to be anchored in the boundless stream of Shakespearean literary criticism, 

the thesis addresses the ideas of Frank Raymond Leavis, an influential Cambridge scholar 

and a prominent representative of the New Criticism, which are articulated in his essay 

“Diabolic Intellect and the Noble Hero: Or The Sentimentalist’s Othello”. The thesis both 

draws inspiration from the essay and endeavours to be a critical response to it. It aims to 

highlight the remarkable, as well as the problematic aspects of Leavis’s concepts of “noble 

hero” and “diabolic intellect” in chapter two, in order to use these observations as a basis 

for the independent analysis of Iago and Richard III in chapters three and four.  

In the most general terms, the thesis aims to enter the dialogue with Leavis, as well 

as with its readers, about the very sense of the label “diabolic intellect”. By underlining 

and evaluating the villains’ creativity and mental capability to intrigue, deceive and reach 
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their malicious aims, the thesis tries to negotiate whether the term “diabolic intellect” is 

more faithful and accurate in its literal or ironic meaning.  
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2. F. R. LEAVIS’S CRITICISM OF “DIABOLIC INTELLECT” 

AND “NOBLE HERO” 

 

The initial point for the comparison of the characters of Iago and Richard III is the 

polemics with the concept of a “diabolic intellect”, coined by Frank Raymond Leavis in his 

essay “Diabolic Intellect and the Noble Hero: or The Sentimentalist’s Othello”.1 The 

chapter includes a brief summary of Leavis’s observations which serves as a basis for their 

subsequent critical re-evaluation in which the most inspiring, as well as the most 

contentious aspects of the essay are to be highlighted. The essay analysis focuses on two 

issues that are viewed as particularly problematic: Leavis’s unstable method of character 

interpretation, and his ideological confrontation with other Shakespearean scholars. 

Finally, the conclusions of this polemics with Leavis serve as a premise for the comparison 

of the villain characters of Iago and Richard III, which is developed in the next chapters of 

the thesis. 

 

2.1 Leavis’s “De-sentimentalization” of Othello and Iago  

In the light of a general consensus which ranks Iago among supreme Shakespearean 

villains, Frank Raymond Leavis’s essay “Diabolic Intellect and the Noble Hero: Or the 

Sentimentalist’s Othello” seems to be a venturous attempt to re-define the nature of evil in 

Othello by transposing its source from the antagonist to the protagonist. Leavis’s 

iconoclastic essay is provocative not only due to the main thesis which radically opposes 

the settled Shakespearean criticism, but also because of the scathing language the author 

uses to challenge the ideas of another respected scholar, Arthur Cecil Bradley. Leavis 

builds up his argument by a systematic denial of Bradley’s interpretation elaborated in his 

major and acclaimed work Shakespearean Tragedy. Thus, he in a negative way defines his 

own thesis in which he puts full responsibility for the tragedy on the character of Othello, 

reducing Iago to a mere “dramatic mechanism”.2 Such a radical re-evaluation does not 

                                                 
1 F. R. Leavis, “Diabolic Intellect and the Noble Hero: Or The Sentimentalist’s Othello,” The Common 
Pursuit (London: Chatto & Windus, 1953) 136-160. 
2 Leavis 138. 
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only disrupt the settled understanding of the relation between the “noble Moor” and his 

wicked ensign, in its roots it challenges the very balance between the protagonist and the 

antagonist in Shakespearean drama. With respect to the tactfulness of his approach, Merritt 

Y. Hughes does not hesitate to call Leavis “a bull in the critical china shop” whose charge 

was “an undisguised attempt at a coup-d’état in Shakespearian criticism. As a symbol of 

his case against the Bradleyans he attacks the idealization of the tragic heroes in general 

and of Othello in particular.”3  

At the beginning Leavis states that Othello is the simplest of Shakespeare’s 

tragedies in terms of the straightforwardness of the plot and the clarity of the theme. It is 

reckoned to be an extremely accomplished piece of writing the tragic plot of which should 

be approached from the analysis of the characters, even though the work discussed is a 

poetic drama and not a psychological novel. In this respect, Leavis suggests, the 

psychologising “character-analysis” approach of A. C. Bradley – based on treating the 

characters as real human beings and not as literary products – would be relevant if the 

scholar “had made his approach consistently and with moderate intelligence”4 Afterwards, 

Leavis proceeds to summarise Bradley’s interpretation of the plot in order to challenge it 

immediately: 

According to the vision of Othello elaborated by Bradley the tragedy is the undoing 

of the noble Moor by the devilish cunning of Iago. Othello we are to see as a nearly 

faultless hero whose strength and virtue are turned against him. ... It was external 

evil, the malice of the demi-devil, that turned a happy story of romantic love... into 

a tragedy.5 

The challenge of both critical ideas can be perceived as a struggle for the 

understanding of the terms the “diabolic intellect” and the “noble hero”, which Leavis 

invents and introduces in the title of his essay. Despite being defined rather vaguely, they 

seem to embody for Leavis the whole literary tradition – represented in his eyes only by 

Arthur Cecil Bradley, but also Samuel Taylor Coleridge and Algernon Charles Swinburne 

– which interprets the story of Othello as a fall of a noble Moor driven by a cunning 

malcontent. Leavis coins the terms in order to deconstruct them in the course of his 
                                                 

3 Merritt Y. Hughes, “A Meditation on Literary Blasphemy,” The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism 
Sept. 1955: 110.  
4 Leavis 137. 
5 Leavis 137. 
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writing. However, since Leavis deals with the same ideas as the critics he opposes, it may 

be observed that the only difference between Bradley’s, Coleridge’s and Swinburne’s 

criticism on the one hand and Leavis’s on the other hand is the fact that while the former 

take the terms literally, the latter understands them ironically. 

The first step Leavis takes is the challenge of the “noble hero” concept. Even 

though the primary interest of this thesis is Shakespearean villainy, Leavis’s deconstruction 

of the character of Othello will be briefly outlined in order to compare it with his parallel 

analysis of Iago. The critic acknowledges the psychological believability of Othello’s 

character which is complex enough to enable him to keep two identities throughout the 

play: the real one and the pretended one. Thus, interestingly, Leavis attributes to Othello a 

duality which is otherwise commonly connected with Iago. The “being” of Othello is based 

on his egotism, self-idealization, self-dramatization and promptness to jealousy. The 

“seeming” of Othello represents his ability to cover these flaws under the image of a noble 

Moor driven to ruin himself not by his weaknesses, but his qualities, which were perverted 

under Iago’s malicious influence. Leavis criticises Bradley for yielding too easily to this 

deception and ignoring the real side of the Moor’s character, which leads to the reduction 

of his identity: “For if Shakespeare’s Othello... is simple minded, he is nevertheless more 

complex than Bradley’s.”6 

Furthermore, the main theme of the analysis is introduced: the role of the language 

in the creation of one’s image. Leavis takes over the term “Othello music”, coined by 

Wilson Knight in his book of studies Wheel of Fire, to emphasise the exquisite language of 

the play as a whole which is highly poetic, employs a tight set of metaphors and is 

characterised, in Knight’s words, by “a unique solidity and precision of picaresque phrase 

or image, a peculiar chastity and serenity of thought”,7 but it sometimes also loses its 

power and supreme effect in the moments of Othello’s mental tension when it slips to “a 

studied artificiality, nerveless and without force”.8 Bradley also comments on the 

uniqueness of the protagonist’s language by attributing “love... steeped of imagination”9 to 

Othello and regarding him the most romantic Shakespearean hero who surpasses even 
                                                 

6 Leavis 141. 
7 Wilson G. Knight, The Wheel of Fire (Cleveland: Meridian Books, 1949) 97. This quotation is not 
included in “Diabolic Intellect” where F. R. Leavis only mentions the formulation “Othello music” and 
recommends Wilson Knight’s book The Wheel of Fire as valuable. 
8 Knight 100. At this point Knight compares Othello’s speech in V.2.351-355 to the one of Macduff in 
IV.3.230-232. 
9 A. C. Bradley, Shakespearean Tragedy (London: Macmillian, 1992) 161. 
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Romeo; elsewhere, he claims that Othello is more poetic than Hamlet, even though he does 

not reach his meditative and speculative imagination.10 Leavis tries to dismantle such an 

exaltation of Othello’s verbal capacity, insisting that one should not be surprised to find 

extraordinary poetic quality in Shakespeare’s mature poetic drama; according to him, it 

would be a mistake to confuse Othello “the Poet” with his creator Shakespeare whose 

poetic genius granted his characters the power of poetic language. Leavis gives the 

example of the unnamed Second gentleman to prove that eloquence is not a disposition 

reserved only for the heroic protagonist: 

For do but stand upon the foaming shore,  

The chidden billow seems to pelt the clouds;  

The wind-shaked surge, with high and monstrous mane,  

Seems to cast water on the burning bear,  

And quench the guards of the ever-fixed pole:  

I never did like molestation view  

On the enchafed flood.  (II.1.11-17).  

Even though speeches like this one, characteristic of the heroic mode of the play, 

are not articulated by Othello himself, he still benefits from them as they magnify his 

image of the “noble Moor” who is asked to save Venice from the Turks. Leavis proceeds 

to extend his comment on such an external creation of the “noble hero” by analysing the 

internal creation, made by the hero himself. In such cases when the “Othello music” is 

developed by Othello himself, Leavis interprets it as the protagonist’s effort to create his 

noble image. Othello’s response to Iago’s doubting the stability of his judgement not only 

exemplifies this strategy, it also indicates Othello’s tendency to self-dramatisation: 

 Never, Iago. Like to the Pontic sea 

 Whose icy current and compulsive course  

 Ne’er keeps retiring ebb but keeps due on 

 To the Propontic and the Hellespont: 

 Even so my bloody thoughts with violent pace 

 Shall ne’er look back, ne’er ebb to humble love 

 Till that a capable and wide revenge 
                                                 

10 Bradley 160. 
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 Swallow them up. (III.3.460-6) 

Traces of the same proneness to lofty language are detected also in Othello’s 

monologues before and after murdering his wife. For instance, his cry after revealing his 

mistake, “Whip me, ye devils / From the possession of this heavenly sight! / Blow me 

about in winds, roast me in sulphur, / Wash me in steep-down gulfs of liquid fire!” 

(V.2.279-81) is sarcastically referred to as a variation on a phrase “I could kick myself”.11 

Without the detailed view of Leavis’s process of deconstructing the “noble hero” 

idea, his analysis of the “diabolic intellect” would be less comprehensible and easily 

misjudged. Generally speaking, the scholar subjects both terms to the same degradation of 

meaning, the difference being that while Othello is stripped off his noble image, Iago is 

reduced from a “full-blood” anti-hero into a “datum”, a dramatic mechanism which is 

necessary for the action, but which should be analyzed in terms of its function rather than 

its inner characteristics.12 

In Leavis’s view, the notion of a “diabolic intellect” is misleading and even 

untenable, because there is for him nothing particularly diabolic or intellectual in the 

villain’s character. His brilliant intellect consists according to Leavis only in the final 

success of his plot, which the scholar recognises as the affirmation of Shakespeare’s 

dramatic skills, not of Iago’s own ingenious mental capacity. To support the idea that Iago 

cannot be such a monumental Evil as he is sometimes interpreted, Leavis refers to a 

passage in Shakespearean Tragedy which is to prove that even Bradley, who is an 

advocate of Iago being the man of remarkable intellect and will, doubts that such a subtlety 

and self-discipline of evil is accomplishable: “In fact so prodigious does his self-control 

                                                 
11 Leavis 150. 
12 Leavis is not the sole critic to propagate the interpretation that Iago is not the source of evil as such. 
The same idea has been suggested, for instance, by J. K. Walton: “But Iago, for all his force, is not the 
prime mover of the tragedy. This is to be found in the strength, rather than the weakness, of Othello and 
Desdemona. Iago's role is limited to that of manipulating the situation so that their strength destroys them. 
Without that strength his plot would be powerless to bring about their destruction.“ J. K. Walton 
“‘Strenght’s Abundance’: A View of Othello.“ The Review of English Studies Feb. 1960: 11. 
The crucial difference between Leavis’s and Walton’s theories is that while the former attributes the 
tragic development to Othello’s weaknesses, the latter points out his strength (with an allusion to Sonnet 
23: “Whose strength's abundance weakens his own heart“), claiming that Othello’s comment that he 
“loved not wisely, but too well” (V.2.347) is the best formulation of this idea. However, such a reading is 
also limited, since it suffers from an argumentative gap of explaining which human faults, be they Iago’s 
or Othello’s, are responsible for the action in Othello.  
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appear that a reader might be excused for feeling a doubt of its possibility.”13 Nevertheless, 

Leavis does not explore Bradley’s subsequent disproof of such a hypothesis by listing the 

arguments unravelling why Iago’s enormous self-control is attainable: he finds mental 

relief in making cynical comments; he is considerably cold by temperament and, therefore, 

never had to face any uncontrollable passions; he makes profit of his superficial good 

temper that wins him favour; and, finally, he might have never before faced such a 

situation where he would have had to reveal his true self and risk his position by 

committing a crime. From these observations Bradley makes a conclusion that 

The tragedy of Othello is in a sense his tragedy too. It shows us not a violent man, 

like Richard, who spends his life in murder, but a thoroughly bad, cold man, who is 

at last tempted to let loose the forces within him, and is at once destroyed. 14 

It is a logical consequence that Leavis’s thesis about the protagonist ruining himself 

due to the weaknesses of his own nature reduces the role of the antagonist in the process. 

The uneven position of both figures is, Leavis states, manifested also by the different 

effectiveness of their “being” and “seeming” identities. While Othello is so successful in 

veiling his true egotistic nature by the image of a “noble hero” that he biases even some of 

literary critics, Iago is from his first appearance on the stage identified as a villain; in his 

view, the “diabolic intellect” never really accomplishes the appearance of “honest Iago”. 

Leavis concludes that Iago does not diverge from the theatrical tradition of a cynical 

malice that is, at best, a catalyst of the drama. First and foremost, the villain should be 

perceived as the playwright’s tool to govern the lives of the main characters. 

 

2.2 The Criticism of Leavis’s Approach  

Suggestive as it is, the essay could not avoid developing radical arguments at the 

expense of lucidity and straightforwardness of the analysis. As it will be explored, firstly, 

Leavis mixes various approaches when interpreting individual characters, and he does not 

pay equal attention to them, which results in the insufficiency of argumentation at some 

points. Secondly, Leavis’s effort to build up his argument in contrast to the thinking of 

                                                 
13 Bradley 186-7. 
14 Bradley 187.  
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other critics leads him at times to reducing their theses into statements which he can easily 

oppose, but which do not faithfully correspond to the original ideas. 

The most serious problem of Leavis’s deconstruction of the terms the “diabolic 

intellect” and the “noble hero” is his inconsistency in the used method, from which the 

uneven interpretation of both characters origins. In case of Othello, Leavis de facto 

employs Bradley’s approach of character analysis by which he points to the faults in 

Othello’s nature. However, he applies Edgar Elmer Stoll’s method of understanding the 

characters as roles, rather than human beings, for the examination of Iago.  

Leavis’s interpretation of Othello is challenging and valuable as it is sufficiently 

elaborated and text-based to be illuminating. However, it is worth noting that his 

interpretation is not as singular in the stream of literary criticism as Leavis might be trying 

to suggest. To prove this point, one particular Leavis’s idea shall be analyzed in detail to 

show that the critic may sound rebelliously provocative, even heretical, but, at the same 

time, he is still firmly established in the acknowledged canonical Shakespearean criticism. 

His opinion on Othello’s final speech – which he perceives as a manifestation of the 

Moor’s egotism, speech bombast and self-preoccupation – is in compliance with the view 

of T. S. Eliot who states in his essay “Shakespeare and the Stoicism of Seneca” that 

Othello is a man concerned with aesthetic, rather than moral attitudes. Othello’s effort to 

invent his own story is said to be driven by his pride, or, in harsher terms, by his self-

deception. Eliot famously concludes that he has never read a more terrible exposure of 

human weakness than Othello’s attempt to save his story for posterity, since “nothing dies 

harder than the desire to think well of oneself”.15 Nevertheless, Leavis’s and Eliot’s critical 

views of Othello’s final words differ fundamentally from Bradley’s considering them “a 

triumphant scorn for the fetters of the flesh and the littleness of all the lives that must 

survive him [Othello]”16 not in their conclusions, but in their presuppositions. If the 

Renaissance concept of the high value of reputation is to be considered, then Othello’s 

remarks on his own valour are understandable and legitimate; if the words are to be 

approached from the modern-day perspective as the manifestations of Bovarysme,17 then 

Othello slips into sentimentalism and self-dramatization and proves to be a man unable to 

                                                 
15 Quoted in Leo Kirschbaum, “The Modern Othello,” EHL Dec. 1944: 287.  
16 Bradley 170. 
17 Eliot uses the term, derived from Gustave Flaubert’s fictional character Emma Bovary, to describe “the 
human will to see things as they are not”. Quoted in Kirschbaum 287. 
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learn from suffering.18 To give a full picture of the disputation, the effort of T. S. Eliot, F. 

R. Leavis and New Criticism in general to divest Othello of his heroic veil has been 

severely reproached by Harold Bloom who accuses the critics of “doing Iago’s work”.19 

As far as the character of Iago is concerned, it has already been mentioned that 

Leavis’s interpretation stresses the functional aspect of his role in the plot, considering him 

a “datum” whose honest appearance and cunning actuality is the heritage of the theatrical 

convention. In this case, exploiting the tradition is acceptable since it is ancillary to 

Shakespeare’s convincing portrayal of the tragic theme.20 It is Leavis’s emphasis on the 

theatrical tradition which draws him close to Elmer Edgar Stoll’s criticism.21 Stoll views 

Iago in the context of the Elizabethan villain as the character type who is from the first to 

the last line aware of his theatrical identity,22 and so is the audience.23 He is the product of 

the Medieval dualism of Good and Evil, which was still resonating in Renaissance, even 

though it already heralded Thomas Hobbes’s social diagnosis “Man to Man is an arrant 

Wolfe.“24 The malcontent is not a complete atheist, rather, he is inclined to a primitive 

performance of religious duties.25 The exception from the rule is the Machiavellian type of 

a villain, who by definition stands in direct contrast to God, even though the nature of his 

antithesis consists in his systematic and straightforward breaking of God’s laws, rather 

than a more sophisticated scepticism about the existence of God himself.26 He is not an 

                                                 
18 Bernard Heyl, “The Absolutism of F. R. Leavis,” The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism Dec. 
1954: 255. 
19 Harold Bloom, “An Essay by Harold Bloom,” Othello, ed. William Raffel et al. (Yale University Press: 
New Haven, 2005) 206. 
20 Leavis 157. 
21 However, the application of Stoll’s principles on Leavis’s criticism is not absolute, even though there 
is a natural affinity between Leavis and Stoll who is understood to be a major representative of a 
Shakespearean criticism opposed to Bradley’s psychologising approach. Still, there are some points at 
which both critics diverge. Stoll, for example, considers the contrast between the hero and the villain 
essential for the consistency of the Elizabethan drama and, therefore, he rejects such an interpretation 
which transforms Iago into Othello’s dark side, “his Mr. Hyde”, as Stoll puts it (“Heroes and Villains: 
Shakespeare, Middleton, Byron, Dickens“ 258). By this he directly opposes Leavis who disrupts the 
traditional balance between the hero and the villain, and who suggests that Iago’s power stems from the 
fact that he embodies the characteristics which can be found also in Othello’s nature. Leavis, on the 
contrary, accuses Stoll of sentimentalization (Leavis 158). 
22 E. E. Stoll, “Criminals in Shakespeare and in Science,” Modern Philology. July 1912: 56. 
23 “Criminals“ 69. 
24 Thomas Hobbes, De Cive, 8 Aug. 2011 <http://www.constitution.org/th/decive00.htm> 
25 Stoll, “Criminals“ 56. 
26 Stoll, “Criminals“ 58. 
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abstract symbolical antithesis to anything human because he is the same victim to “brutal 

instincts” as, potentially, any other character on the stage.27 

All these features are identified by Stoll in Iago, marking him as the part of the 

theatre convention. However, the problem of Leavis’s argumentation is the fact that he 

does not attempt to suggest even the basis of the character-formation of what he perceives 

as a stock character of the Elizabethan stage. To put it more generally, Leavis succeeds in 

being provocative and inspiring in his reading the true nature of the “noble hero”, but in 

case of the “diabolic intellect” he fails to be so. Even if the different method of analysis is 

accepted, the conclusions the critic reaches by means of it are unconvincing. His 

statements about Iago are not supported by any textual evidence, although only clear 

references can make any provocative interpretation sound and solid. The lack of quotations 

debases the quality of his argument, which is a pity because his analysis of Othello’s final 

monologues proves that the scholar definitely is able to search for a nonconventional 

reading. The uneven elaboration of his interpretations of the “noble hero” and the “diabolic 

intellect” is also caused by the fact that he devotes considerably less attention to Iago than 

to Othello (while fifteen pages are dedicated to the criticism of the “noble hero” concept in 

the first, “Bradleyan” part of the essay, the “diabolic intellect” is discussed on less than 

four pages). 

Another problematic aspect is the argumentation Leavis uses to accuse certain 

critics of approaching Iago with a fascinated praise, rather than a dispassionate appraise. 

This seems to be the ground of the greatest conflict of ideas in the essay which puts its 

author in contrast not only to A. C. Bradley, but also other critics, namely C. S. Coleridge 

and A. Swinburne. Even though it is Swinburne who seems to advocate everything Leavis 

sets himself against – Othello’s greatness in nobleness and Iago’s in devilish villainy28 – 

Leavis takes Coleridge’s famous quotation about “motiveless malignity”29 as a 

                                                 
27 Stoll, “Criminals“ 56. 
28 “As surely as Othello is the noblest man of man's making, Iago is the most perfect evildoer, the most 
potent demi-devil. … Malignant as he is, the very subtlest and strongest component of his complex nature 
is not even 
malignity.  It is the instinct of what Mr. Carlyle would call an inarticulate poet. In his immortal study on 
the affair of the diamid necklace, the most profound and potent humourist of his country in his century 
has unwittingly touched on the main.” (Algernon Swinburne, A Study of Shakespeare, 8 August 2011 
<http://www.archive.org/stream/astudyofshakespe16412gut/16412.txt) 
29 C. S. Coleridge, “Othello,” Shakespeare Criticism: A Selection (London: Oxford University Press, 
1946) 268. 
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symptomatic expression of the erroneous Shakespearean criticism.30 He seems to 

understand the phrase in more general terms as a manifestation of an extreme interest in 

Iago, rather than as a singular contribution to the debate about the cogency of Iago’s 

motivations, because he does not hesitate to mention Bradley in this respect. Such an 

inclusion is, however, extremely disputable because Bradley, as a scholar promoting the 

psychologically convincing interpretation of characters, naturally deprecates any attempts 

to obscure Iago’s personality by turning it into the abstract symbol of evil; in 

Shakespearean Tragedy, he calls Coleridge’s phrase “misleading”.31 Such a bias of ideas is 

only one of the many problematic points in Leavis’s argumentation against Bradley. 

Another one is the fact that Leavis completely ignores that Bradley actually anticipates this 

kind of a criticism Leavis rises (i.e. the one which emphasises Othello’s faults) and 

provides contra-arguments in Shakespearean Tragedy.32 

Even at those moments when his criticism of Bradley is relevant and goes to the 

point, Leavis himself proves unable to disengage from the same limits of argumentation 

that he reproaches Bradley for. For instance, it is relatively understandable that he 

challenges as highly problematic such Bradley’s impression-based explanations as the one 

where he states that the Moor so promptly started to doubt the devotion of his wife because 

“he was newly married; in the circumstances he cannot have known much of Desdemona 

before his marriage.”33 Nevertheless, Leavis himself is not capable of surpassing the 

shadow of speculative analysis when he opposes that Othello was a mature middle-aged 

man, and must have gained some experience already.34 Even though Leavis’s argument 

sounds perhaps more logical and naturally stemming from the text than Bradley’s, both 

critics do not recognise the limits of such a character analysis which implies that there is 

                                                 
30 It is surprising that Leavis did not include in his list William Hazlitt, another authoritative critic quoted 
by Bradley, who stressed the villain’s exceptionality, calling it an example of “diseased intellectual 
activity” that disrespects good and evil and is willing to risk his own life and reputation for a doubtful 
adventure. William Hazzlit “Othello,” Shakespeare Criticism: A Selection. (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1946.) 286. 
31 Bradley 180. 
32 Namely, Bradley mentions that Othello is sometimes reproached by critics for becoming too easily 
jealous, to which he opposes that it took time before Iago made him doubt Desdemona’s constancy (398). 
He claims that 
Othello does not fall prey to Iago right after his poisonous comment: “Ha, I like not that” (III.3.34), but 
seems to be convinced as late as two hundred lines later, when Iago suggests that it is his foreignness 
which arouse Desdemona’s sexual interest (III.3.248).  
33 Bradley 164. 
34 Leavis 141. 
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something outside the text: the plain fact is that Shakespeare gives no clues whatsoever to 

Othello’s previous (romantic) experience before his meeting Desdemona. It was L. C. 

Knights in his famous essay “How Many Children Had Lady Macbeth?” who pointed to 

the limits of this character-analysing approach. 

Broadly speaking, Leavis seems to stick too uncritically to his thesis of “Iago the 

datum” that fails to attain the double nature of his identity; in favour of his argumentation, 

the critic even confuses the outward perception of the audience with the inner course of the 

action. It is not Iago’s being the villain, but precisely his seeming not to be, which makes 

him interesting. In more general terms, Leavis fails to give a convincing answer to the 

following questions: What is it that makes Iago different from such a diverse range of 

Shakespeare’s villains as Aaron and Claudius? Is there any real difference between them at 

all? If the answer is to be positive, it itself proves to be a reason for a more subtle analysis 

of Shakespearian villainy than Leavis offers. 

In spite of what has been just said, however, Leavis’s essay is valuable precisely 

because of its blasphemous drive with which he ripples the settled notions of 

understanding the relationship scheme in Othello. Paradoxically, the essay may be 

generally more illuminating for what it implies rather than what it states, because while 

Leavis’s radical direct implications are prone to be immediately challenged and repudiated, 

the issues which accompany his iconoclastic declarations are inspiring. For example, by 

dedicating effort to the depiction of the link between the Moor and the “Machiavel”, the 

scholar raises the fundamental issue of the relation between the villain and other 

characters. Also, in his analysis of Othello’s speech he points to the role of the language in 

the process of creating the character’s image. 

It is possible to conclude that Leavis is a master of capitalizing the negative: his 

own thesis is formulated in a direct confrontation with the one of Bradley, and the essay is 

pervaded by statements saying what the characters are not, rather than what they are. The 

value of negation, however, becomes most apparent in the reader’s critical response to the 

text. If the reader agrees, s/he probably appreciates that there is a scholar who so resolutely 

calls Othello’s noble self in question, although s/he cannot overlook the fact it is Leavis’s 

fundamental failure that his parallel analysis of Iago is so ungrounded and lame. However, 

if the reader disagrees, be it partially or absolutely, s/he is stimulated to invent his own 

contra-arguments, which may be a more creative and revealing process than simple reading 

an authoritative and generally accepted criticism. It is as if Leavis provoked his readers to 
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extract their own observations from his essay by means of the same method of exploiting 

the negation as he applies to Bradley. And, indeed, it is vital for the formation of one’s 

opinion to read – together with the respected milestones of Shakespearean criticism – also 

such iconoclastic attempts to bring down these monuments, because they force us not to 

stagnate in our critical thinking by accepting ideas formulated by the others. The value of 

negation, which becomes more than obvious in the course of reading “Diabolic Intellect 

and the Noble Hero”, is, after all, confirmed by the very existence of this BA thesis. 

Whether the reader appreciates the essay as illuminating for its analysis of Othello, or 

criticises it as one-sided and absolutistic, Leavis should be praised for coining the term 

“diabolic intellect” which so ingeniously covers the roots of Shakespeare’s villains: the 

medieval “anti-God” Vice and the emancipated Renaissance villain-hero “Machiavel”.  
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3. VERBAL CREATION OF THE “BEING” AND “SEEMING” 

IDENTITY 

 

The aim of this chapter is to analyze how the villains use their language in order to 

create their “seeming”, their image in the eyes of other characters, which is different from 

their real “being”. The inspiring impulse of Leavis’s essay is his focus on the relation 

between the character’s speech and the image of himself he consciously creates through it. 

This issue is examined in the first, most elaborate part of his essay concerned with Othello, 

and represents the core of Leavis’s attack on what he sees as an idealised image of the 

“noble hero”.  

Using the example of Othello, Leavis implies the necessity to detach two levels of 

the language character analysis. Firstly, Leavis, quite in the scope of Bradley’s 

psychological approach, perceives the language as something determined by the character, 

i.e. something through which the nature of a character can be revealed because it is its 

manifestation. Secondly, he stresses the fact that the language can be manipulated by the 

speaker to create his simulated ideal semblance. It is necessary to say that such a 

distinction of terms is not explicitly described as such by Leavis, but it is clearly 

recognised as a premise of his analysis of Othello’s real and pretended identity.35 His 

commentary on a particular line in Othello’s speech can be taken as the example of both 

concepts. With respect to the first notion, the understanding of the speech as a product of 

one’s nature – in this case of the protagonist’s bravery, but also egotism – Othello’s phrase 

“Keep up your bright swords, for the dew will rust them” (I.2.60) is commented on: 

“Othello, in his magnanimous way, is egotistic. He really is, beyond any question, the 

notably massive man of action, the captain of men, he sees himself as being, but he does 

very much see himself.”36 Leavis follows by shifting attention from the first concept to the 

second one, i.e. the image-making performed in speech: “In short, a habit of self-approving 

                                                 
35 The division between the language as a manifestation of human nature and the language as a tool for 
manipulation is obviously not new. Especially the latter concept has been heavily emphasised before 
Leavis in the scholars’ discussions of Iago. What is innovative, and led to Merritt Y. Hughes’s already 
mentioned comment on Leavis’s “undisguised attempt at a coup-d'etat in Shakespearian criticism” (“A 
Meditation on Literary Blasphemy” 110), is the fact that Leavis insists on applying the double concepts 
on the character of Othello. 
36 Leavis 142. 
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self-dramatization is an essential element in Othello’s make-up, and remains so at the very 

end.”37 

It has already been remarked in the previous chapter that the absence of a similarly 

profound analysis of Iago is probably the most serious drawback of the essay “Diabolic 

Intellect and the Noble Hero”. Leavis hints at the problem of the language and the identity 

of a villain only marginally and is obviously contented with an observation that “we know 

from the beginning that he is a villain” who puts on “such an appearance of invincibly 

cunning devilry” that it provides Coleridge and some other critics “with some excuse for 

their awe”, but which leaves those critics who are cold to Iago’s performance speculating 

“whether he isn’t a rather clumsy mechanism.”38 If Leavis dedicated more attention to the 

issue, he would make his deconstruction of the “diabolic intellect” more cogent. He would 

also do more justice to the title of his essay “Diabolic Intellect and the Noble Hero” which 

signals the prime interest in the villain; at this point Leavis is convicted by his own 

statement that Iago is not the one to be discussed excessively as “the title tells us where ... 

we are to focus.”39  

For the above mentioned reasons, this chapter aims to partly follow in Leavis’s 

tracks and develop the analysis of the villains in Othello and Richard III with regard to the 

factors of the language and the identity discussed by Leavis. In this section, the characters’ 

speech will be analyzed primarily from the perspective of the second language concept, i.e. 

the role of the language in a conscious creation of a “seeming” identity of the villain, as 

opposed to his “being”, will be examined. In particular, the villain’s ability to recognise 

and exploit the word potential is to be observed.  

 

3.1 Villainy Concealed: “I am not what I am” 

The general principle of evil in Othello consists in the fact that villainy, embodied 

in one of the main characters, remains unrevealed till the very end by the figures on the 

stage. It is true that Iago is addressed as a villain at the very first scene of the play, but 

Brabantio’s exclamation “Thou art a villain!” (I.1.117) only offers Iago a chance to 

produce an ironically witty response “You are a senator!” (I.1.119), by which he states that 
                                                 

37 Leavis 142. 
38 Leavis 154-5. 
39 Leavis 154. 
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they are both right in their observations, and that they are, in a sense, both villains. It is a 

deep dramatic irony that Brabantio unknowingly anticipates the revelation of Iago’s true 

identity at the very end of the play. The first one to recognise it is Roderigo when stabbed 

(“O damned Iago! O inhuman dog!” V.1.63), Emilia alludes both to her husband’s and 

Othello’s actions when crying “Villainy, villainy, villainy” (V.2.187), Othello joins in by 

his address “Precious villain” (V.2.234) and Iago’s true revealed identity is finally 

confirmed in Montano’s conviction: 

O Spartan dog 

More fell than anguish, hunger, or the sea,  

Look on the tragic loading of this bed: 

This is thy work.  

... 

To you, lord governor, 

Remains the censure of this hellish villain. (V.2.363-70) 

There is a difference between the audience on the stage and the audience in the 

auditorium in their recognition of the dichotomy of Iago’s nature: while the former do not 

see through his dissimulation, the latter are aware that he is a villain. Iago himself 

addresses this dichotomy when he articulates his most famous self-definition, “I am not 

what I am” (I.1.65). His statement is a concluding line of a monologue by which Iago 

responds to Roderigo, but it bears also a significant message to the audience in its 

undertone. It is truly a remarkable accomplishment that Iago manages to squeeze so many 

antithetic interpretations into a phrase that is grammatically so elemental. On the one hand, 

by this remark Iago tells Roderigo that what he will see him do will be done not “for love 

and duty” to Othello, “but seeming so, for my [Iago’s] peculiar end” (I.1.60), which is an 

important preliminary clarification of such later acts as Iago’s challenging Roderigo in 

I.2.59. Moreover, the statement sounds as Iago’s warning to Roderigo: be careful, because 

although you are my tool-villain, and therefore the only character in the presence of whom 

I do not conceal my wickedness completely, you cannot be sure whether I will not resolve 

to undermine the frail accomplice-like allegiance between us. In this respect, Iago’s words 

are prophetic, and Roderigo’s exclamation “O damned Iago! O inhuman dog!” (V.1.63) 

shows that he understood it only too late.  
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On the other hand, by his phrase “I am not what I am” Iago prompts the audience to 

remain alerted as he advertises that what they are about to watch is not only the 

degeneration of the noble Moor, but also the birth of villainy on the stage: “Hell and night / 

Must bring this monstrous birth to the world’s night” (I.3.403-4). Thus, the decay of high-

mindedness and the rise of perverseness go hand in hand in the performance where Iago is 

both the main actor and the commentator. He describes to the audience individual phases 

of the process (e.g. II.1.290-316, II.3.44-57) and he even does not miss the opportunity to 

give himself a laudatory review of his performance: his remark “And what’s he then that 

says I play the villain? ... How am I then a villain / To counsel Cassio to this parallel 

course / Directly to his good? Divinity of hell! / When devils will the blackest sins put on / 

They do suggest at first with heavenly shows / As I do now” (II.3.329-46) somehow 

resonates with Richard III’s self-congratulatory soliloquy “Was ever woman in this 

humour wooed?” (R3, I.2.230-66). By means of his soliloquies and asides Iago leaves the 

audience hovering between the appreciation of his accomplished performed villainy and 

the horror of knowing that this perverted theatre of evil is there only for their own 

acknowledgement, because the characters on the stage are not able to recognise it. For this 

particular Iago’s ability to retain his virtuous semblance in the eyes of other characters on 

the stage, and for the purpose of distinguishing this kind of mechanism of evil from the one 

embodied in Richard III, Iago is labelled as a character-type of “villainy concealed”.  

If it is possible to say about any Shakespeare’s play that it has a key word, the one 

the tragedy Othello oscillates about is “honest”. It represents a label the whole plot is built 

upon: Othello is persuaded about the dishonesty of his wife by his subordinate who is 

considered honest until the last scene of the play. Thus, interestingly enough, in the very 

centre of the tragic plot is not only the villain who attains a double identity; it is also the 

word itself which enters a play of multiple meanings in which the villainous ones as well 

as the virtuous ones equally participate.40 The examination of the history of occurrence of 

the word “honest” in Othello shows that it is used fifty-two times in the play, mostly by the 

protagonist and the antagonist. Honest seeming is Iago’s ultimate programme by means of 

which he executes his scheme. Therefore, it is not surprising that it is he who introduces 

                                                 
40 To mention some examples of the use of the adjective “honest” in relation to Iago: “Iago is most 
honest” (Othello, II.3.7); “It were an honest action to say / So to the Moor” (Montano unknowingly 
appreciating Iago’s action of discrediting Cassio due to his supposed inclination to drinking in II.3.133); 
“Good night, honest Iago” (Cassio in II.3.328); “O, that’s an honest fellow” (Desdemona responding to 
Emilia’s mention of her husband in III.3.5). 
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the word into the play. What is more striking is the fact that he does not strive to capitalize 

on it in order to constitute his virtuous semblance from the very beginning; instead, he 

immediately undermines its meaning. “Whip me such honest knaves!” says (I.1.49) the 

ensign and continues to ridicule the loyal subordination and right away reveals his true 

intentions about Othello: “Were I the Moor, I would not be Iago. / In following him, I 

follow but myself ... / not I for love and duty / but seeming so, for my peculiar end” 

(I.1.57-60). Owing to Iago, the key term “honest” enters the play already tinged with 

antithetic meanings.  

Still, the paradox of the word is yet deeper, because at the moment of depriving the 

term “honest” of its authenticity, Iago is absolutely honest – in the sense of being sincere,  

“not being deceptive or fraudulent”41 – in his profession of disloyalty. In this respect the 

analysis confirms Karl F. Zender’s observation that  

Iago asserts an absolute separation between language and meaning. In contrast to 

the notion of a ‘natural’ language, in which signifiers are bound to, and partly 

determined by, their signifieds. ... Iago asserts his complete freedom to make any 

signifier mean anything.42  

However, Iago’s speech proves that the formation of meaning is so complex that it 

exceeds Zender’s definition, because the word can be verbally deprived of its meaning and, 

simultaneously, its meaning can be confirmed in the course of communication. The fluid 

nature of the senses of words is in compliance with the changeable perception of the 

characters who utter them. The word “honest” both is and is not what it is, similarly as 

Iago is not what he is, but is honest about it. 

The term “honest” gets gradually more obscure as it becomes a label attached to 

Iago. In fact, so often does the collocation occur in the play that it gains the air of a 

stereotype, of a mechanical appellation. The process is begun by Othello in the I.3 when 

the adjective is used for the third time in the tragedy: “So please your grace, my ancient: / 

A man he is of honesty and trust” (I.3.284-5). He reinforces the stability of the statement 

twenty lines later when he addresses his ancient as “honest Iago” (I.3.295). It is a deep 

verbal paradox that a character who so noticeably dominates the play with his vivid speech 
                                                 

41 “honest” The Free Online Dictionary. Farlex, 2011. 19 Aug. 2011 
<http://www.thefreedictionary.com/honest> 
42 Karl F. Zender, “The Humiliation of Iago,” Studies in English Literature, 1500-1900 Spring 2006: 327. 
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– which is called “bombast circumstance / horribly stuffed with epithets of war” by Iago 

(I.1.13-14) and “Othello music” by W. Knight and F. R. Leavis – is also the one to resort 

to an automatic expression. Iago cannot be granted a direct authorship of this particular 

problem, but the truth is that he contributes to the ruin of the Moor’s language not only by 

actively contaminating it with his own language,43 but also by his very existence which 

brings about Othello’s use of a trite collocation.44 

In Iago Shakespeare created a character fully aware of a word potential. The 

subtleness of his manipulation with the term “honest” is only one of the individual 

instances of his skill. After the word sense has been distorted, the villain includes it in his 

vocabulary and even starts to relate it to himself. As it has been mentioned above, he does 

not invent the label himself but he takes it over from Othello: “The Moor is of a free and 

open nature / That think men honest that but seem to be so” (I.3.399-400). Only after this 

moment does Iago employ the link between the word “honest” and his emblematic 

sentence “I am not what I am” (I.1.65). Affirmations like “as honest as I am” (II.1.204-5), 

“as I am an honest man” (II.3.260), and Othello’s “an honest man he is” (V.2.142) resonate 

throughout the whole drama, but it is deeply symbolic that the first time Iago uses the 

phrase is when he observes Othello kissing Desdemona after their arrival in Cyprus, which 

can be perceived as the point when what appeared to be a comedy turns into a tragedy. 

Iago’s use of this word is sinisterly ironic, but it is also far more than that. Irony 

presupposes a firmly established meaning it can be set against, but the link between the 

adjective “honest” and a specific quality it denominates is already beginning to be 

seriously disrupted at this point. In some respect, the confusion of meanings foreshadows 

the chaos which Othello foresees to break out if his love for Desdemona comes to an end: 

“When I love thee not / Chaos is come again” (III.3.92). 

                                                 
43 In the second part of the play the collapse of Othello’s character is attended by the collapse of his 
speech. His magnific blank verse, which so dominated the court scene in Venice, disintegrates into 
fragmentary exclamations in Cyprus, see IV.1.37-45 or IV.1.257-68. Othello also takes over Iago’s 
vocabulary, cf. his “Goats and monkeys! (IV.1.268) and Iago’s previously mentioned “as prime as goats, 
as hot as monkeys” (III.3.410). 
44 Robert B. Heilman points out an interesting context of Othello’s use of the phrase “honest Iago”. The 
Moor seems to refer to Iago in this way when his ancient pretends to do Othello some favour; thus, for 
example, when Othello assigns Iago the task of escorting Desdemona safely to Cyprus, he stresses his 
virtues: “A man he is of honesty and trust (I.3.285), “Honest Iago, / My Desdemona must I leave to thee” 
(I.3.295-6). Likewise, Heilman identifies in Othello’s turnings to Iago traces of inner uncertainty: “As if, 
even when Othello is generally triumphant, he requires additional assurance of the rightness of his action. 
If this is true, then he has latent uncertainties which will be troublesome when he is under pressure.” 
Magic in the Web (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 1956) 147. 
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Besides, Iago’s verbal mastery is also performed at higher linguistic levels than 

only the one of the individual words. From the syntactic point of view, Iago proves to be 

sensible to the appropriate employment of simple and complex sentences, as well as to 

arranging them into sequences. He manages to be convincing in long speeches as well as in 

short replies. It is in his speeches to Roderigo that Iago demonstrates his boundless 

persuasive eloquence at its best. For example, the analysis of Iago’s attempt to instigate 

Roderigo against Cassio (II.1.225-53) shows how Iago structures his long speech in prose, 

and how he incorporates rhetorical devices to maximize the impressiveness of his words. 

In the opening of the monologue, Iago invites Roderigo to be the listener and calls for his 

attention and silence, as he is about to convey his peculiar catechism: “Lay thy finger thus, 

and let thy soul be instructed” (II.2.226). Afterwards, he develops an idea that Desdemona 

was attracted by Othello’s imaginative speech. This comment alludes to Iago’s previously 

expressed contempt of Othello’s language (I.1.13-14), as well as to Othello’s own 

recollection of his wooing Desdemona who used to meet him and “with a greedy ear / 

Devour up my discourse” (I.3.150-1). Moreover, it brings one back to the Leavis’s and 

Knight’s analyses of Othello’s language. Iago invests a lot of energy to develop a sophistry 

according to which Desdemona is bound to go off Othello due to the racial, age and 

cultural differences between them: 

When the blood is made dull with the act of sport, there should be, again to inflame 

it, and to give satiety a fresh appetite, loveliness in favour, sympathy in years, 

manners and beauties, all which the Moor is defective in. Now, for want of these 

required conveniences, her delicate tenderness will find itself abused. (II.1.231-7) 

The repetitive use of expressions “when” and “now” throughout the whole passage 

structures the sequence of Iago’s arguments and creates an impression that what he 

conveys is a self-affirming logical deduction with only one possible inference. The appeal 

of the speech is enhanced by a systematic use of rhetorical questions and parentheses: 

“Now sir, this granted – as it is a most pregnant and unforced position – who stands so 

eminent in the degree of this fortune as Cassio does?” (II.1.240-2). Furthermore, Iago 

invades Cassio’s reputation by a perpetual use of the appellation “knave” – a ploce used at 

this point gives his words almost a hypnotic quality. The employment of asyndeton, partly 

enhanced by parison, accelerates Iago’s speech when it comes to its final climax: 
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A slipper and subtle knave, a finder out of occasions, that has an eye, can stamp and 

counterfeit advantages, though true advantage never present itself – a devilish 

knave; besides, the knave is handsome, young ... A pestilent complete knave. 

(II.1.246-52)  

In the course of thirty lines Iago simplifies his syntax by shortening individual 

clauses in compound sentences; thus, he signifies a shift from the emphasis on conveyance 

of arguments, which demands a comprehensive linguistic device, to the urgency of the 

message, which comes to the fore in shorter and simple syntactic structures. 

There is a sharp contrast between opulent speeches like this and the temptation 

scene in III.3, which is a minimalist masterpiece of Iago’s verbal art. At this moment Iago 

refrains from eloquence and takes advantage on his taciturnity. He initiates the dialogue 

with aposiopesis (“My noble lord – “ III.3.93) followed by the only real question of his in 

this section: “Did Michael Cassion, when you wooed my lady, / Know of your love?” (95-

6); all the other questions are merely echo questions. By this strategy Iago provokes 

Othello’s curiosity and makes him be the one to ask questions: “I prithee speak to me, as to 

thy thinkings, / As thou dost ruminate, and give thy worst of thoughts / The worst of 

words” (III.3.134-6). Thus, Othello is driven to cast himself into the plot which turns the 

“noble hero” into a criminal. With full justifiability, the temptation scene can be 

considered a supreme example of the type of irony called paralipsis.  

To cover the issue of the extent of Iago’s utterances fully, it should be added that 

Iago is not only aware of the possibilities of the language when he is given a chance to 

exploit them; he is also able to turn the individual situations to his advantage.45 He leaves 

                                                 
45 The issue of Iago’s securing favourable conditions is explored innovatively by Lynne Magnusson in her 
essay “‘Voice Potential’: Language and Symbolic Capital in Othello”. She analyzes how the individual 
verbal actions in Othello are determined by the context and, vice versa, how the conditions of reception 
affect the discourse production. The process of communication has been explained as an economic 
transaction by the French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu. By applying Bourdieu’s model, Magnusson comes 
to a conclusion that Iago is aware of the social limitations of his character which his elaborated rhetoric 
cannot overcome: this is demonstrated on the scene of Desdemona’s arrival in Cyprus where Iago’s 
sardonic utterances are put to sharp contrast with Cassio’s courtier-like polished manners. Also Iago’s 
silence in the senate scene indicates his awareness of his verbal deficiencies in public speeches, which he 
sometimes tries to compensate by “appropriating the credit of an intermediate voice” (221), as it is done 
with higher-rank Roderigo in stirring up Brabantio’s anger in I.1. If he risks surpassing the official rules 
of politeness, it is in situations when the urgency of action admits it, e.g. in his address to Gratiano 
immediately after the night affray in V.1. Magnusson makes a conclusion that “a rhetorician able to 
understand the mechanisms by which the polite Venetian social order ... stops talented voices and gives 
credit to the incompetent, Iago manages, if only for a short time, his own correction of the gap between 
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no doubt about his mastery by his very first appearance on the stage. The introductory 

conversation with Roderigo is a great example of the villain’s usurpation of verbal space. 

The virtuosity of his linguistic manipulation is heightened by the fact that it is Iago who 

has to face unfavourable conditions: he has to rebut an imputation of exploitation and, 

moreover, he is at a lower level of the social hierarchy, as the difference in the forms of 

addressing – Iago’s “you” in contrast to Roderigo’s “thou” – reveals. Iago behaves boldly 

and daringly as he opposes the accusation of financial exploitation by adding a verbal and 

spatial exploitation, but he is successful. Roderigo, who probably seems to be in the right if 

we accept his reproach “Thou, Iago, who hast had my purse / As if the strings were thine” 

(I.1.2-3), finds himself pushed aside into the role of a listener, while Iago usurps grounds 

for a thirty-line long monologue “Despise me if I do not” (I.1.8) which he takes as a 

chance to give his own version of the story. Simultaneously, he also cleverly distracts 

Roderigo’s attention by shifting the subject matter from the embezzlement to his hatred 

towards the Moor. Roderigo, similarly as at other moments in the play, is not able to 

respond in another way than with cautious approval: “By heaven, I rather would have been 

his hangman” (I.1.34). 

One more aspect of Iago’s language should not be overlooked – his creative 

potential. Iago is not only a skilful plotter who juggles with the meanings of words and 

invents imaginative metaphors, who turns the acclaimed general into “Barbary horse” 

(I.1.111), translates “making love” into “making the beast with two backs” (I.1.116-7), and 

attributes a body of a mythical beast to an emotion: “O bewared, my lord, of jealously! / It 

is the green-eyed monster, which doth mock / The meat it feeds on” (III.3.167-9). Iago’s 

verbal actions bear traces not only of individual transformations of word senses, the villain 

proves to have certain authorial spirit which enables him to create an “alternative story” of 

Othello. He appropriates the playwright’s licence to insert scenes into the story which, not 

being performed on the stage physically, are fully dependent on Iago’s visualisation and 

his interpretation, too, because these scenes cannot be verified by any other character. By 

his immense imaginative quality Iago directly confutes F. R. Leavis’s thesis that the villain 

only performs the function of dramatic machinery,46 let alone with questionable success.47 

                                                                                                                                                         
linguistic capital and credit” (223). “‘Voice Potential’: Language and Symbolic Capital in Othello,” 
Shakespeare and Language, ed. Catherine M. S. Alexander (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2004) 213-225. 
46 Leavis 154. 
47 Leavis 155. 
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Particular examples of such a kind of verbally rendered action will be now briefly 

analyzed. In the opening scene, Iago is given the chance to unfold “the story before the 

story”, i.e. the situation which precedes the first line of Othello. Communicating one’s own 

version of the basis of the plot is a unique chance which Iago recognises and strives to get, 

as it has been shown above when his strategy of verbal and spatial exploitation was 

discussed. Still, it is also possible and relevant to consider this monologue simply in terms 

of its theatrical necessity, since by means of such a speech Shakespeare clarifies the roots 

of his tragedy. It is only later in the play that one finds scenes painted with Iago’s words 

which are less functionally important for the mechanism of the plot, but they significantly 

contribute to Iago’s strategy of convincing people. Among such speeches belongs Iago’s 

persuasion of Roderigo in II.1 analyzed above, yet a clearer example is his depiction of a 

night scene in III.3 addressed to Othello. According to the narrator of the scene, Cassio 

was speaking in his sleep and, mistaking his fellow soldier for Desdemona, kissed Iago and 

strove for a physical contact. Iago turns his listener Othello into the position of a voyeur 

and fully exploits his imagination: 

 In sleep I heard him say “Sweet Desdemona, 

Let us be wary, let us hide our loves.” 

And then, sire, would he gripe and wring my hand, 

Cry “O sweet creature!” and then kiss me hard 

As if he plucked up kisses by the roots 

That grew upon my lips, lay his leg o’er my thigh, 

And sigh, and kiss, and then cry “Cursed fate 

That gave thee to the Moor”. (III.3.425-31) 

By explaining the motifs by which Desdemona might have or might not have been 

driven to her attraction to Cassio (Iago’s speech to Roderigo in II.1), and by a vivid 

description of a scene which might have or might not have happened (Iago’s dream in 

III.3), Iago is the architect of an alternative reality, a parallel story of Othello which runs 

along the one performed on the stage and casts shadows of suspicion, treachery and lust on 

it. In more general terms, the scene reveals how Iago manipulates with the senses of words 

in order to do the same with human senses. “It is impossible you should see this,” says 

Iago (III.3.409) when he torments Othello’s imagination by inventing animal metaphors 

for describing the supposed passion between Desdemona and Cassio, and he offers his 
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words – “imputation and strong circumstances” (III.3.413) – to replace a genuine sensual 

experience. It is symptomatic that only afterwards he provides Othello with the “ocular 

proof” the Moor has demanded in III.3.367.  

To return to Iago’s initial and resonating sentence “I am not what I am” (I.1.65) 

once again, Martin Hilský suggests its meaning to be subtler than a plain definition of 

hypocrisy: “It indicates that Iago has not identity. His exceptional power consists in the 

fact that his self comprises foolishness, weaknesses, prejudices and illusions of people 

around him.”48 Elsewhere, he summarises that Iago is “a transformative, baleful force 

which as a destructive infection affects all the ideas people have about others as well as 

about themselves.”49 Iago makes use of other individuals’ weaknesses, passions and 

affections to convert them into deadly weapons the characters seize to destroy themselves, 

while his own weaknesses that constitute the basis of his own villainy remain concealed to 

these characters almost to the very end. Iago as the director watches them and in the 

appropriate moment turns to the audience with a figurative humble question: “And what’s 

he then that says I play the villain?” (II.3.329) 

 

3.2 Villainy Exposed: “I am I” 

There can be found a great variety in Shakespeare’s depiction of his villain 

characters. It is possible to observe that differences between Iago and Richard III are 

determined both by the formal features of the dramas they are set in, and by the different 

strategies of Shakespeare’s portrayal. As far as the formal differences are concerned, Iago 

is the villain in a domestic tragedy where the main outcome of his intrigues is the ruin of 

Othello carried out through invading his private space, i.e. the relationship between the 

couple, his reputation and, last but not least, his language. On the other hand, Richard III is 

the protagonist in a political play, and he uses strategies typical of such a setting (political 

murders, political marriage, blemishing opponents by tools of propaganda) to reach his 

goal and win the crown. Both villains manage to take control of the development of the 

play as they substantially affect the lives of most of the characters, even though their 

spheres of activity are different. It would not be precise to delineate them as private and 

                                                 
48 Martin Hilský, Shakespeare a jeviště svět (Praha: Academia, 2011) 564. The translation is mine. 
49 Hilský 550. 
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public, because the breakdown of Othello’s marriage goes hand in hand with the end of his 

military career, and, likewise, Richard rising to the throne does not only disrupt the 

political scene, he also brings suspense and sorrow into the York family, making parents 

and grandparents mourn for their offspring. Yet, it is possible to say that Iago invades a 

closed, intimate space occupied a limited number of mutually interconnected characters, 

while Richard’s battlefield is literally all England richly stratified not only into the 

Yorkists and the Lancastrians, but also, hierarchically, into a wide scale encompassing 

both King Edward IV and the three unnamed citizens in II.3 who all somehow experience 

the impact of the usurper’s zeal. 

The difference in the number of figures in both plays may be connected with the 

fact that in comparison to Othello,50 the play Richard III as a historic theme imposed 

greater limitations on Shakespeare which may be seen as reflected not only in the portrayal 

of the main hero, but also in the number and depiction of minor characters. In the course of 

Richard III, forty-seven individual and named characters appear on the stage, as compared 

to eighteen figures in Othello. The logical consequence is also the greater number of 

Richard’s victims. In addition, such a huge number evokes a subliminal impression of a 

dark and disturbed world in the midst of the War of the Roses occupied by individuals 

most of whom are directly or indirectly affected by the tyrant’s actions.  

What is no less important, however, is a different inner mechanism of evil which 

precipitates the crisis. Iago operates on a principle of “villainy concealed” as he, for the 

greatest part of the play, successfully develops and retains his honest seeming in the eyes 

of other characters. Richard’s villainy is, on the contrary, essentially “exposed” because his 

true nature is recognised not only by the audience, but also by the majority of the figures. 

At the cost of inevitable simplification, it is possible to take the villain’s own words as 

“slogans” characterising the essential difference between them. On the one hand, Iago in 

presence of other characters always veils his villainous self by a virtuous seeming, quite in 

the spirit of his more-covering-up-than-revealing self-definition “I am not what I am” 

(I.1.65). On the other hand, Richard does not so excessively resort to a dissimulated 

semblance Iago, rather, he tries to take advantage of the events in spite of being explicitly 

                                                 
50 Although even the story of Othello is not original as it was taken over by Shakespeare from Giraldi 
Cinthio’s collection of novellas Hecatomithi. For a comparison between Cinthio’s “The Third Decade, 
Story 7” and Shakespeare’s Othello, see Martin Hilský’s overall summary (551-2) and E. A. Honigman’s 
Appendix in Othello (368-87), which includes the whole story as well as the commentaries on particular 
lines. 
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identified as a villain; hence, the term “villainy exposed” is introduced in connection to 

him. “I am I,” says Richard at one moment after he wakes up from the nightmare before 

the battle of Bosworth (V.3.183), and it is possible to figuratively relate his statement to 

the nature of the representation of his villainy.51 In the majority of the scenes (with the 

obvious exception of such situations as the coronation scene in III.7) Richard remains 

Richard, the villain, as he promised himself and the audience in his opening speech.  

The above mentioned observation can be summarised in a general statement that 

the dichotomy of perception of Richard III does not lie, in comparison to Othello, in a 

boundary between the unknowing characters and the omniscient audience, because, 

generally speaking, both sides recognise him as a villain. The audience cannot have any 

doubt about it, because Richard is very forthright about his wicked intents in his 

monologues and asides – he informs the audience about his plans and, thus, turns them into 

his confidents and, in a sense, into his accomplices. Yet, even his seemingly 

straightforward approach bears traces of deception, because as the audiences view 

Richard’s undisguised processes of mind, they are subject to his own interpretation of the 

play, which may evoke more understanding for his character.52 Broadly speaking, this 

applies equally to Richard and Iago, because both the audience of Othello and of Richard 

III may share the enjoyment of watching a theatrically accomplished performance of 
                                                 

51 Naturally, the villains’ quotations ”I am not what I am” and “I am I” are used only as emblematic 
phrases which correspond to the idea of their covered and visible evilness; they are not analysed in terms 
of their actual context in the play. Both lines are self-defining, but they are uttered under different 
circumstances and addressed to different listeners. As it has been examined in the previous sub-chapter, 
Iago’s phrase, articulated at the beginning of Othello, is burdened with various messages for various 
listeners. The deciphering of the phrase represents a complex negotiation of meaning which involves both 
Roderigo, the immediate addressee of the speech, and the audience. On the other hand, “I am I” is a part 
of a comprehensive monologue given in the final part of the play when Richard finds himself distressed 
after the nightmare. The statement seems to be a kind of a safety point at a moment of crisis of identity 
when Richard’s recognition of his crimes undermines his previous confidence with which he committed 
them. The statement “Richard love Richard, that is, I am I” (V.3.183) implies an urge to settle one’s self 
in a whirl of questions and answers Richard himself articulates, that is, it represents a moment of 
introspective pondering only the audience are allowed to watch. 
52 This conclusion does not imply that the audiences stop considering Richard a villain. Rather, they may 
have more understanding for him due to the fact that as Richard communicates which them, he proves to 
be a solid and complex theatrical figure which tends to arouse greater interest and natural sympathy than a 
plainer character. Janis Lull hints at this problem when she compares the general impressions left by 
Richard and Richmond: “The triumph of Richmond, however, seems curiously flat.... It is not Richard we 
mourn for, exactly, but Richard’s tragic defiance of his fate. ... Richard’s heroic end, like the sketchy 
characterisation of Richmond and the withdrawal of the women from the end of the play, allows 
playgoers to leave the theatre still a bit on Richard’s side.” Janis Lull, “Plantagenets, Lancastrians, 
Yorkists and Tudors”. The Cambridge Companion to Shakespeare’s History Plays. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2002) 97-8. 
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wickedness. What makes their experience different, however, is particularly the essence of 

the labels “villainy concealed” and “villainy exposed” used in this thesis. The audience of 

Othello are kept in suspense by their position of the only ones who see through “honest 

Iago” while the characters, in particular the “noble Moor”, remain strikingly blind and 

uncritical. On the contrary, the audience of Richard III watch the rise and fall of the tyrant 

in a political play which does not divide characters into the virtuous ones and the wicked 

ones, but rather sees them as the constellation of figures who enabled evil to rise, either by 

their direct collaboration with it or simply by being silent. 

It is the awareness of the villain’s malevolent nature which seems to be the 

fundamental difference between the figures occupying the stage of Othello and that of 

Richard III. It is interesting that in Richard III the villain is recognised almost equally by 

the characters on the stage as it is by the audiences. There are fewer characters deceived by 

his virtuous semblance (mainly Clarence, the Mayor and the young Princes in the Tower) 

than those who call him a villain or a devil. It can be argued that the characters’ 

recognition of Richard’s villainy is even stronger in this respect, because while the 

audience is dependent just on Richard’s present actions on the stage, the characters enter 

the play with their own stories already burdened with memories and injuries in which 

Richard of Gloucester took part. The remembrance of the past is omnipresent in the play 

and emphasises the notion of historic continuity bounding the tetralogy, consisting of the 

three parts of Henry VI and Richard III, together. One of many such examples is the 

argument between Richard and Margaret where the late Queen seizes Richard’s use of the 

word “pains” to expose her own sense of injustice which has roots in The Third Part of 

Henry VI: 

Richard: ‘Tis time to speak. My pains are quite forgot. 

Margaret: Out, devil! I remember them too well: 

                             Thou killed’st my husband Henry in the Tower, 

                             And Edward, my poor son, at Tewksbury. (I.3.114-9)53 

                                                 
53 A. P. Rossiter memorably calls the central clash between the past and the present to be a struggle 
between “a spirit and a ghost”: between Richard’s “spirit of ruthless will, of daemonic pride, energy and 
self-sufficiency” and the living ghost of Margaret, “walking dead., memorizing the long, cruel, 
treacherous bloody conflict of the years of civic strife and pitiless butchery.” Angel with Horns (New 
York: Theatre Arts Books, 1961) 13-14. 
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The contrast between “being” and “seeming” is derived from the comparison of the 

villain’s real actions and his commentaries on them in his monologues. Thus, Richard’s 

monologues reveal the mechanism of the throne usurpation, including his strategy to adjust 

his public image to the particular situation. They also provide a deep insight into the 

tyrant’s mind and disclose the principle of the villain’s self-definition. Last but not least, 

Richard’s remarkable irony and self-irony is noticeable in them. 

Manifestations of Richard’s typical verbal features are evident already in the 

opening monologue where he firstly acquaints the audience with the current political 

situation in England and subsequently proceeds to describe his position in it. Thus, he 

moves from an objective Prologue-like commentator to a subject of the political affairs. It 

is symptomatic that a play depicted in a more or less regular blank verse is opened by a 

line where the iambic rhythm is partly disturbed at the very beginning by the use of a 

lexical word: “Now is the winter of our discontent” (I.1.1). By stressing the temporal 

adverb “now” Richard draws attention to his following words and also “anchors” his 

utterance in a particular historic moment. Again and again the present state is confronted 

with the past by means of the repeated adverb: 

Now is the winter of our discontent 

Made glorious summer by this son of York, 

... 

Now are our brows bound with victorious wreaths, 

... 

And now, instead of mounting barbed steeds 

To fright the souls of fearful adversaries, 

He capers nimbly in a lady’s chamber 

To the lascivious pleasing of a lute. (I.1.1-13) 

The third use of “now” marks a transitional point where it becomes clear that 

Richard’s account is, in fact, deeply ironic. Moreover, it signals the shift from the summary 

of current events to the evaluation of one’s role in the political drama. In a series of self-

mocking comments (“I ... am curtailed of this fair proportion” I.1.19, “so lamely and 

unfashionable / That dogs bark at me as I halt by them” I.1.22-3) Richard reveals his 

dissatisfaction which probably stems from the fact that the state of peace does not offer 

him a chance to demonstrate his military skills. As he cannot find compensation in 
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“sportive tricks” (I.1.14) due to his physical inadequacies, he resorts to his famous 

proclamation of villainy: 

And therefore, since I cannot prove a lover 

To entertain these fair well-spoken days, 

I am determined to prove a villain 

And hate the idle pleasures of these days. (I.1.28-31) 

Villainy is treated as two concepts in Richard’s formulation and their interpretation 

depends on the understanding of the verb “determine”. According to one reading, Richard 

claims to be resolved to prove his villainy as a way to overcome his sexual frustration. 

Thus, villainy becomes Richard’s decision, a manifestation of his free will and something 

like his ultimate programme. Or, Richard may consider himself to be destined and 

ordained to be a villain by “dissembling Nature” (I.1.19) which gave him no other choice 

by making him crooked. Such an understanding presents Richard as a man who cannot 

escape his fate and who, as any other character in the drama, only plays a role that has been 

set for him. This deduction is much subtler than the proclamation of villainy in 3 Henry VI¸ 

mentioned below, because Gloucester in Richard III transposes the responsibility from 

detached heaven and hell to human will: 

Then, since the heavens have shaped my body so, 

Let hell make crook’d my mind to answer it. (3H6, V.6.78-9) 

Yet, one more feature is noticeable in Richard’s opening soliloquy which becomes 

essential for his plays with the “being” and “seeming” identity – his rhetorical capacities. 

As it will be further examined, thanks to his eloquence Richard often manages to dominate 

even those unfavourable situations where he is identified as a villain. Rhetorical maturity is 

shown in his treatment of rhetoric figures in the opening speech. He proves capable of 

employing schemes creatively (anaphora: “Our bruised arms ... Our stern alarums” I.1.6-7; 

alliteration: “our dreadful marches to delightful measures” I.1.8, parison: “And if King 

Edward be as true and just / As I am subtle, false and treacherous” I.1.36-7; consonance: 

“lascivious pleasing of a lute” I.1.13; asyndeton: “I, that am curtailed of this fair 

proportion, / Cheated of feature by dissembling Nature, / Deformed, unfinished, sent 

before my time / Into this breathing world, scarce half made up” 18-21). Moreover, equally 

apt is his use of tropes (antitheses combined with metaphors: “winter” as opposed to 
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“summer” I.1.1-2, “shadow in the sun” I.1.26; aposiopesis, in this case combined with a 

scheme called assonance: “That dogs bark at me as I halt by them – / Why, I, in this weak 

piping time of peace, / Have no delight to pass away the time”I.1.23-5; apostrophe: “Dive, 

thoughts, down to my soul” I.1.41; hyperbole: “glorious summer” I.1.2; puns, in particular 

syllépsis: “son” in referring to Edward as a descendant of the York family and also the sun 

on his emblem).  

Furthermore, a prominent trope in the second part of the soliloquy is meiosis in 

Richard’s self-evaluation: “Deformed, unfinished, sent before my time ... scarce half made 

up ... And that so lamely and unfashionable / That dogs bark at me as I halt by them” 

(I.1.20-3). Nevertheless, even self-derogation serves Richard to heighten the effect of his 

speech by highlighting the contrast between him and the society. He confirms his position 

of a social outcast and a cripple, but he is indeed a most extraordinary kind of a cripple 

since he wants to reverse the course of history and turn again “the glorious summer” into 

“the winter of discontent”. His scheme of provoking hatred between Clarence and the king 

is the first step in the process. As Besnault and Bitot put it, “Far from being defeated, 

Richard makes self-derision as charismatic a weapon in his rapport with the audience as his 

playing with language.”54 A closer examination of his vocabulary reveals that, interestingly 

enough, Richard’s speech is interwoven with a compact set of musical metaphors (alarums, 

lute, weak piping time, descant) in which individual instances of antitheses are concealed: 

“stern alarums” are transformed into “merry meetings”, and Richard commits his crimes as 

if he was composing a symphony. It is even possible to say that Richard’s speech has a 

quality of a special “Ricardian music” that depicts treacherous schemes as perverse works 

of art; given the smoothness of his plan, such an observation – cynical as it may sound – 

may claim some validity. Generally speaking, the use of the musical metaphors by which 

he professes his intention to “untune” the current evens shows that Richard has the same 

sense of dark irony as Iago who aims to “set down / The pegs that make this music” 

(II.1.204-5). 

Due to the different initial circumstances of the play where villainy is unmasked at 

the beginning and not at the end as in Othello, Richard has to develop his unique way of 

veiling his villainous nature by honest “seeming”. Only to a limited extent can he employ 

                                                 
54 Marie-Hélene Besnault and Michel Bitot, “Historical Legacy and Fiction: Richard III,” The Cambridge 
Companion to Shakespeare’s History Plays. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002) 113. 
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Iago’s method of simple pretending virtuous semblance because his true character is 

revealed by many he is confronted with. It is Clarence’s tragic mistake that he belongs to 

the few ones who do not see his brother as he is and consider him honest. In such scenes as 

the brothers’ encounter in I.1 Richard’s villainous intentions transpire primarily through 

the activation of the double meanings of puns. The scene where Clarence runs into his 

brother on his way to prison also offers Shakespeare a chance to explore the possibilities of 

dramatic irony. With respect to Richard’s previously outlined intention to set his brothers 

Clarence and King Edward in “deadly hate, the one against the other” (I.1.35), the 

audience identifies the sinister air of Richard’s promise that Clarence will not be in prison 

for a long time, since Richard will either rescue him or take his place. In conveying it, 

Richard exploits the pun “lie” to remind the audience of his “subtle, false and treacherous” 

nature (I.1.37): 

Richard: Meantime, this deep disgrace in brotherhood  

                Touches he deeper than you can imagine. 

Clarence: I know it pleaseth neither of us well. 

Richard: Well, your imprisonment shall not be long; 

                 I will deliver you, or else lie for you. (I.1.110-5) 

Clarence does not recognise a threat in his words, although he should have been 

alerted by Richard’s previous ingenious word-plays. These include Richard’s transforming 

the lieutenant Brakenbury’s word “nought” (meaning “nothing”) into “naught” (meaning 

“mischief”, understood in sexual terms here) which leaves Brakenbury embarrassed and 

eager to stop Richard’s exercise of wit. Apart from that, Richard replaces the phrase 

“Queen’s subjects” to “Queen’s abjects”, meaning those rejected by the Queen. In more 

general terms, Richard shares with Iago a similar capability to juggle with the meanings of 

the words, which he uses not only to cover his real intentions but also to prove his 

intellectual dominance over his communication partners, with a preferable result to “drive 

them into a corner”: 

 Brakenbury: With this, my lord, myself have nought to do. 

 Richard: Naught to do with Mistress Shore? I tell thee, fellow, 

                           He that doth naught with her, exception one, 

               Were best do it secretly, alone. 
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 Brakenbury: What one, my lord? 

 Richard: Her husband, knave. Wouldst thou betray me? 

 Brakenbury: I do beseech your grace to pardon me, and withal 

            Forbear your conference with the noble Duke. 

 Clarence: We know thy charge, Brakenbury, and will obey. 

 Richard: We are the Queen’s abjects, and must obey. (I.1.97-106) 

In those cases when Richard manages to compose his “seeming” identity to cover 

his inner self, he does so in a heightened, almost exaggerated manner. He pretends not only 

to be honest, but he shows himself as an extremely pious man. “I thank God for my 

humility” professes Richard (II.1.73) after he has made a speech promoting general love 

and understanding. Of four characters Richard directly begs for pardon, two (Buckingham 

and Rivers) are executed later in the play and Queen Elizabeth suffers the loss of her sons 

killed on Richard’s command. However, the most remarkable example of the use of 

religion for the manipulation with the public is the coronation scene in III.7 arranged by 

Richard and Buckingham in such a way that Richard, accompanied by bishops and holding 

a prayer book, pretends to be interrupted in devout meditations when entreated to accept 

the crown. “O, do not swear, my lord of Buckingham!” responds Richard in a seemingly 

appalled manner to Buckingham’s equally ostensible annoyance caused by his hesitation: 

“Zounds, I’ll entreat no more” (3.7.218-9). Afterwards, Richard invokes God’s name, 

stresses God’s omniscience and, by such means, reinforces his own piousness and covers 

the vehemence of his ambition by accepting the crown with words: “For God doth know, 

and you may partly see, / How far I am from the desire of this” (III.7.234-5).  

Even though religious vocabulary is employed repetitively in the course of the play, 

it does not always contribute to constituting Richard’s “seeming” pious semblance. One of 

such examples is Richard’s wooing of Anne who uses religious language to denounce 

Richard as a villain. In fact, no other character with the exception of Margaret and possibly 

Richmond employs such a whipped up language rich in Biblical metaphors to emphasise 

Richard’s diabolic nature: “Mortal eyes cannot endure the devil. / Avaunt, thou dreadful 

minister of hell” (I.245-6). Since Richard finds himself in a situation when his villainy is 

fully exposed, he does not attempt to create a virtuous mask and resorts immediately to the 

already mentioned strategy of winning the unfavourable situation by his wit. Thus, he 

manages to parry Anne’s curses, even though, interestingly, it is Anne who responds to 
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Richard, makes use of his phrases uttered before and builds up her curses on his own 

words: 

Richard: Vouchsafe, divine perfection of a woman. 

... 

Anne: Vouchsafe, diffused infection of a man. 

... 

Richard: Fairer than tongue can name thee. 

... 

Anne: Fouler than heart can think thee. 

... 

Richard: By such despair I should accuse myself. 

Anne: And by despairing shalt thou stand excused. (I.2.75-85) 

Even though Anne has the favourable position of derogating his words, it is Richard 

who finally takes control of the situation thanks to his ingeniousness. He is able to react to 

Anne’s accusations with an inventive sophistry which turns the crime of regicide into a 

meritorious deed:  

Anne: Didst thou not kill this king? 

Richard: I grant ye. 

Anne: Dost grant me, hedgehog? Then God grant me too 

         Thou mayst be damned for that wicked deed. 

           O, he was gentle, mild and virtuous. 

Richard: The better for the King of Heaven that hath him. (1.2.102-7) 

Similar cynicism is noticeable also in Richard’s response to Anne’s charge: “No 

beast so fierce but knows some touch of pity.” “But I know none, and therefore am no 

beast,” strikes back her unlooked-for wooer (I.2.71-2).55 Overall, Richard’s performance in 

this scene is so stunning in its daredevilry and brazenness that, metaphorically speaking, he 

does not only seduce Anne, but simultaneously also the audience.56 

                                                 
55 Zdeněk Stříbrný considers his reply to be a manifestation of utmost bestiality which foreshadows the 
fascism, the final stage of individual and social corruptness. Zdeněk Stříbrný, Shakespearovy historické 
hry (Praha: Nakladatelství Československé akademie věd, 1959) 144. 
56 Hilský 335. 
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To sum up, Richard’s two primary strategies of creating a virtuous semblance to 

cover his true self are, firstly, pretending an honest seeming when possible, and, secondly, 

outshining the negative impression by his wit when his villainy is detected. The villain 

himself gives account of both of his methods. The second principle is outlined when 

Richard claims his theatrical heritage of the character of Vice from medieval morality 

plays in a comment where he hints at his capacity to exploit puns: “Thus, like the formal 

vice, Iniquity, / I moralize two meanings in one word” (III.1.83). The mechanism of taking 

advantage of religious connotations, by means of which a virtuous semblance is created, is 

then neatly summed up in a soliloquy about accusing political opponents and pitying them 

afterwards: 

I do the wrong, and first begin to brawl. 

The secret mischiefs that I set abroach 

I lay unto the grievous charge of others. 

... 

But then I sigh; and, with a piece of scripture, 

Tell them that God bids us do good for evil: 

And thus I clothe my naked villainy 

With old odd ends stolen out of holy writ; 

And seem a saint, when most I play the devil. (I.3.323-37) 

With respect to the question how the contrast between “being” and “seeming” 

manifests itself in the language, Richard’s soliloquy poses an interesting problem. Why 

does a speech which strives to reach the utmost state of profanation, as the used religious 

vocabulary as well as the spiteful tone imply, leave unexploited the possibility of a final 

grand gesture of proclaiming its speaker the devil? The use of a verb “play”, instead of a 

possible formulation “I am”, does not have any rhythmical reasons and, therefore, 

provokes a discussion. The emphasis on a theatrical basis of Richard’s actions may be 

perceived as another confirmation of his affiliation to the stage figures of the Vice, the 

Machiavel and the Clown.57 In more general terms, the statement reminds the audiences to 

                                                 
57 For the similarities between the languages of Richard and the Clown in Othello, see the note on “lie” in 
William Shakespeare, King Richard III, ed. by James R. Siemon (London: Methuen Drama, 2009) 143. 
For the link between the character of Richard III and the Vice, and yet more for the idea of Richard 
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remain attentive and observant, since although Richard’s villainy is “naked”, it is not 

primitive. By seeming a saint when he most plays the devil, Richard evinces that he, 

similarly as Iago, is not utterly what he is. The used verbs enhance the complexity of his 

“seeming” identity, leaving the audiences pondering what Richard III actually may be. 

                                                                                                                                                         
surpassing the limits of the stock figure of the Machiavel (based on the comparison of Shakespeare’s 
Richard III and Marlowe’s heroes), see Stříbrný 138-45. 
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4. THE OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE VILLAINS 

 

Proceeding from a microscopic analysis of their individual strategies of self-

presentation, developed in the previous chapter, the thesis aims to provide a general, 

macroscopic view of both villains. Firstly, the following section attempts to compare Iago 

and Richard III in terms of the way their evilness “functions” in the plays. The premise of 

such an analysis is the idea that due to the particularities of both villains, which were 

observed above, their impact on the play must analogically differ, too.  

Moreover, the issue of the villains’ identities is further elaborated and 

contextualised. The analysis aims to approach the theme more broadly than in the previous 

part, covering not only the villains’ methods of self-interpretation, but also the way other 

characters reflect on them and respond to them. It is believed that the villains’ image is not 

created in only one of these domains, but rather in both of them simultaneously. It is 

perhaps somewhere at the threshold dividing the villains’ and other character’s 

consciousness that the identity of the individual is negotiated. The viewer absorbs both the 

villain’s self-definition, and the definition of him created by other characters, when 

formulating his overall image of the particular character. This chapter aims to point out 

some of the issues which may be important in such a final formation of the audience’s 

perception of Iago and Richard III. Among the points considered is, for example, the 

question of the beginning and the end of the character’s performance in the play, his 

physical characteristics, or the relationship between his self-image and other characters’ 

opinions on him. Finally, a short outline of the possible interpretation of the particular 

villains will be given. 

 

4.1 The General Comparison 

In the introduction to the thesis it has been said that Iago and Richard III stand out 

from their plays by the ingeniousness of their mind, by the magnitude of the image of their 

singular and sophisticated cunning devilry, and by their ability to effectively take control 

of the course of the play. But how particularly are these qualities manifested in both 

characters? Even though the following analysis aims to point out the noteworthy 
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differences and specificities in Shakespeare’s method of constituting the villain characters, 

it should be stated beforehand that it also takes into account the observation acknowledged 

by most scholars: compelling as Richard III may be, it is Iago who is considered a 

masterpiece in Shakespeare’s rendering the corruptness of human nature. To draw an 

example of such a criticism, E. E. Stoll summarises the disparity between the characters 

from the perspective of genealogy of Shakespeare’s malcontents: 

Of Elizabethan Machiavels and villains the greatest is Iago, the culmination of the 

development through Aaron and Richard III. ... The essential difference between 

him and the earlier representatives of the type lies in the subtlety of the outlines. 

The violence of Richard and Aaron is here dissembled: to look at him this 

Machiavel is no lion but all fox. There is none of Aaron’s bluster, and yet there is 

none of Richard’s slime.58 

The difference in the “subtlety of outlines” is apparent in the villains’ executions of 

their plans, which is in compliance with the refinement of the inner structures of the 

dramas. Being a villain in a mature play presenting such elaborate characters as Othello 

and Desdemona, Iago has to prove a very good psychologist to manipulate them into 

situations which serve his plan. It is a great accomplishment of his diabolic mind that he as 

a director – much as in II.1 when he watches Othello’s and Desdemona’s happiness and in 

the aside promises to “set down / The pegs that make this music” (II.1.204-5) – makes 

other characters instigators of their own tragic fates. Iago is perhaps not as “slimy” as 

Richard III, he “fumbles no prayer-book, keeps no company with bishops”59 but there is, 

indeed, more evasive insidiousness in his nature than in the one of Richard, which enables 

him to replace direct physical liquidation of other characters by watching them ruin 

themselves. Only at the end of the play does Iago’s method become considerably more 

primitive as he resorts to physical attacks; while his attempt on Roderigo’s life can be 

viewed as a part in his premeditated plan, his stabbing Emilia is the example of a crime 

committed in panics and fear of being unmasked. 

While Iago has to conquer the inner selves of other characters to make use of their 

weaknesses and inclinations, Richard III is more straightforward in his approach or, as 

                                                 
58 Stoll, “Criminals” 72. 
59 Stoll, “Criminals” 72. 
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Bradley puts it, he “prefers force to fraud”.60 He is not, and does not have to be, such a 

capable psychologist, because the inner logic of the course of the play is different from the 

one in Othello. Richard principally does not vanquish the characters internally; he destroys 

them externally as figures on a chessboard. Richard presents himself as a gambler who 

plays for the kingdom: “I have set my life upon a cast / And I will stand the hazard of the 

die” (V.4.9-10). In this respect, his cry at the battle scene seems not pathetic but genuine 

and believable: “A horse, a horse, my kingdom for a horse!” (V.4.7). However, it is not his 

own life that he puts at stake; he is even more willing to push down anyone who stands in 

his way to the throne. Each murder in the series, initiated by Richard, even though not 

directly committed by him, has its own place in the Crookback’s bloody plan.  

This is not to say that Richard does not at all prove abilities of “reading” his 

partner’s personality and making profit of his observations – the scene of wooing Anne 

proves his capacity quite persuasively. Yet, it is this particular scene which shows that the 

inner structure of the play is generally less subtle than in Othello and operates on less 

psychologically elaborated mechanisms, which corresponds to the rougher sketch of the 

villain in comparison to Iago. Richard III seduces Anne in I.2 and repeats his success in 

winning Queen Elizabeth’s daughter in IV.4. Thus, Richard not only applies an identical 

strategy on two different women but the wooing scenes also follow exactly the same 

development: Richard is ceaselessly scorned as a devil by women who finally succumb to 

him, although the courting of Anne is somehow more convincing. The comparison of the 

two situations reveals a substantial quality of the play Richard III: it moves around in the 

same patterns, the same scenes of lamentation, cursing, breaking religious rituals and 

murders. Out of the sequence of homicides, schemes and conspiracies, Richard transpires 

as a Machiavellian titan, a great strategist of power, but a less subtle psychologist and less 

refined character than Iago. 

 

4.2 Iago 

In spite of the necessity to struggle for the audience’s attention with such elaborate 

characters as Othello and Desdemona, Iago stands out as an exceptionally persuasive 

figure. He manages to seize the opening of the play as he successfully usurps attention at 

                                                 
60 Bradley 178. 
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Roderigo’s expense, and he is present in the final scene as well. Iago’s performance is 

conspicuous in the course of the whole drama. As the analysis of his speech in the third 

chapter outlines, Iago as a skilled rhetorician is able to secure himself verbal dominance 

whenever the merest opportunity arises. Even a moment of utmost love and harmony, as is 

Othello’s and Desdemona’s love hymn in II.1, is completely destroyed by Iago’s short 

remark.  

Iago’s performance is constituted not only by his active participation in the action, 

but also by his presence in such scenes where he remains silent, such as in the senate scene 

in I.2. Lynne Magnusson interprets it as the evidence of the villain’s sensibility to the 

proper timing of his speeches. Being aware of his social inferiority which would degrade 

him in the presence of people of higher rank, Iago feels he can draw on on his silent 

presence more than on active participation:  

His silence signals his slight chance of profit in that formal public setting. Whether 

with full consciousness or not, Iago as a rhetorician assesses the conditions of the 

linguistic market in which he operates and chooses tools and timing that will work 

to gain him profit.61 

In the character of Iago Shakespeare brilliantly shows the communicability of 

silence which is not a verbal vacuum but an equipollent semantic gesture. The greatest 

“resounding silence” is probably the one implied by Iago’s last words: “Demand me 

nothing. What you know, you know. / From this time forth I never will speak word” 

(V.2.304-5). His muteness is in direct contrast to his wife’s last utterance. Emilia is stabbed 

by Iago after revealing the truth about Desdemona’s death. Afterwards, she sings the lady’s 

song as a token of her loyalty and confirms the truth of her words by her death: “So 

speaking as I think, alas, I die” (V.2.251). On the contrary, the stab Iago receives from 

Othello seems to seal his lips. In his last utterance he remains faithful to the principle of 

concealment of the truth which he has professed throughout the whole tragedy. As if he 

gave himself the same command as Richard III – “Dive, thoughts, down to my soul” (R3, 

I.1.41) – he refrains from any vindication or repentance and leaves the interpretation of the 

events on the others.62 Immediately, he is promised by Gratiano to be obliged to speak by a 

                                                 
61 Magnusson 221. 
62 In his essay “The Humiliation of Iago” Karl F. Zender interprets Iago’s final silence as a failure in his 
effort to gain mastery over language because he cannot prevent his silence from having a meaning of its 
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torture: “Torments will ope your lips” (V.2.307). Nevertheless, Iago’s punishment is never 

executed on the stage, which represents one of the most problematic aspects of the ending 

of the play. In a situation where the tool-villain Roderigo is absent from the stage after 

being previously almost killed by Iago, and where Othello redeems his crime by 

committing suicide, the promised torture of the “hellish villain” (V.2.371) seems to be 

particularly vague.63  

The absence of actual punishment on the stage has a significant influence on the 

interpretation of Iago. His existence is restricted to his first and last occurrences in the 

play, but these points seem to be peculiarly blurred and ambiguous. Although Iago faces 

the prospect of a torment, his leaving the stage is tinged with a concealed triumph of a man 

who has accomplished his plan to drive, directly or indirectly, most of the other characters 

into a tragedy. Similar self-assurance can be felt in his entering the play when he rushes 

onto the stage and briskly secures the opportunity to convey his own version of the past 

events. It is possible to infer from the unrestricted nature of his physical existence on the 

stage that his “symbolic body” is also not limited by the boundaries of the play. 

Figuratively speaking, the villain “takes off” his identity of Iago after the final scene of 

                                                                                                                                                         
own: “‘Silence’, like any negative term, cannot independently describe reality; it necessarily evokes the 
positive term whose absence it names. Only in relation to some form of sound – some form of speech – is 
silence ‘silence’, and not something quite literally unthinkable and unnameable” (336). Iago’s silence is 
very expressive as it signifies his inner resistance in face of the torture. Thus, Zender concludes, “whether 
Iago’s lips open or not, that is, he cries out. And in this cry ... we hear expressed his final humiliation ... 
his final failure to gain masterly over language” (336). Despite the fact that Zender’s analysis of the 
“eloquence” of silence is remarkable, his interpretation of Iago’s end through this theory is problematic. 
Iago is silent because he decides to be so, not because he is prevented from speaking (quite on the 
contrary, he is encouraged to speak by Lodovico). His muteness – with all its semantic energy – is the 
manifestation of the villain’s free will and, most likely, of his conscious defiance and disobedience: 

Iago: From this time forth I never will speak word. 
Lodovico: What, not to pray? (V.2.305-6) 

Therefore, if anything in the end of the play can be called Iago’s failure, it is not his deliberate silence but 
rather his inability to anticipate and terminate Emilia’s confession which completely ruins his scheme. 
63 Compare the description of punishment of Aaron in Titus Andronicus promised by Lucius: 

Set him breast-deep in earth, and famish him; 
There let him stand, and rave, and cry for food; 
If any one relieves or pities him, 
For the offence he dies. This is our doom: 
Some stay to see him fasten'd in the earth. 

When responding to such a prospect Aaron declares the torture will not silent him: “O, why should wrath 
be mute, and fury dumb?” (V.3.180-5). Thus, while Aaron decides to face the terror by verbal 
disobedience, Iago resorts to ostentatious silence when questioned. 
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Othello and continues to live, as a specific type of intelligent and creative Evil, in other 

works of the world literature.64 

What is conspicuous about Shakespeare’s portrayal of Iago is the fact that it ignores 

any physical description, which puts the villain in sharp contrast to physically 

distinguished black Othello and fair Desdemona (or, in Iago’s vulgar words, “old black 

ram” and “white ewe”, I.1.89). Only his age of twenty-eight is specified by Shakespeare 

(I.3.312), otherwise there are no prescribed characteristics concerning his appearance. 

Nothing is known about his family life except for his marriage to Emilia, and similarly 

selective is the audiences’ knowledge of his career; it is only perhaps possible to imply 

from his words, if one takes them as credible, that he is an active soldier who probably, 

unlike Michael Cassio, really “set a squadron in the field” and “the division of a battle 

knows” (I.1.22-3). Thanks to the absence of any physical description Iago attains a unique 

universality and fluidity of nature and, therefore, can simultaneously be seen as a 

perfidious and frustrated man of the crowd, haunted by the obsession that he has been 

cheated on, and as a diabolically crafty schemer who even occasionally appropriates 

Shakespeare’s authorial licence65 – it depends solely on the directors’, actors’ or 

audience’s interpretation. 

However, the aspect of his character which has provoked arguably the greatest 

discussion among literary critics is the motivation of his evil deeds. It is possible to deduce 

from various hints that Iago’s actions are driven primarily by frustration (by not being 

promoted to a lieutenant), racism, and jealousness (of Othello’s personal and professional 

successes, nourished by Iago’s unsupported suspicion that Othello had an affair with 

Emilia; moreover, in II.1.311 Iago mentions that his wife could have been unfaithful to 

him also with Cassio). There are also minor motifs which are, interestingly, shared by both 

Iago and Richard III: the awareness of physical lacks which come to light in comparison to 

the others (“If Cassio do remain / He hath a daily beauty in his life / That makes me ugly”, 

                                                 
64 The analogies between Iago and other prominent malcontents have been already outlined by numerous 
literary critics. For example, Harold Bloom examines the similarities between Iago and Satan in his essay 
“Milton’s Satan and Shakespeare”, included in his collection of studies The Western Canon: The Books 
and School of the Ages (Kánon západní literatury: Knihy, které prošly zkouškou věků, translation by 
Ladislav Nagy and Martin Pokorný, Praha: Prostor, 2000.) On the contrary, however, A. C. Bradley 
refuses such a comparison as “absurd”, claiming that “so immensely does Shakespeare’s man exceed 
Milton’s Fiend in evil” (178). E. E. Stoll explores a different period in literary history and makes a link 
between Iago and Mephistopheles (“Criminals in Shakespeare and in Science” 72). 
65 Hilský 550. 
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V.1.18-20), and a sexual frustration which in Iago’s case stems from his suspicion that he 

is a cuckold (it is worth noting that his fears somehow echo Emilia’s speech in IV.3 where 

she declares her willingness to commit adultery under specific circumstances).  

It is not the problem of the non-existence of motifs, but rather the questionable 

convincingness with which they are presented,66 that has perturbed the critics and 

influenced their interpretation of Iago. On the one hand, if Iago’s malignity is perceived as 

sufficiently motivated – to modify Coleridge’s famous phrase – the villain is seen as a 

common individual whose behaviour is governed by the principle of action and reaction. 

On the other hand, provided his malignity is regarded as rather motiveless, Iago is 

understood more abstractly as the Evil in its pure form which is self-nourished by its 

original corruptness. A valuable overview of the history of Iago-related literary criticism, 

which is viewed as a fundamental clash between a rational and an apologetic interpretation 

of him, has been outlined by Marvin Rosenberg.67 It is not within the compass of this 

thesis, nor, it is believed, of any critical study, to decide the cogency of Iago’s suggested 

motifs. Nevertheless, the very fact that such a discussion exists confirms that there is 

certain fundamental conflict in Iago which cannot be resolved, and which makes his 

character complicated and complex.  

 

4.3 Richard III 

Richard III represents an antithesis to Iago whose physical characteristics are 

peculiarly blurred and make him look as any common man of the crowd. He is distinct in 

every respect: physically, he is singled out by his crookedness; socially, he stands out as a 

member of the House of York with a potential right to the English throne; ethically, he is 

presented as evil incarnate; theatrically, his story becomes an axis around which the whole 

                                                 
66 For instance, Iago’s suspicion of Othello and Cassio being the lovers of his wife are not supported by 
anything but the above mentioned Emilia’s comment on her attitude to liaisons. Bradley is relatively 
uncompromising in evaluating Iago’s declarations: “One must constantly remember not to believe a 
syllable that Iago utters on any subject, including himself, until one has tested his statement by comparing 
it with known facts and with other statements of his own or of other people, and by considering whether 
he had in the particular circumstances any reason for telling a lie or for telling the truth” (181) However, 
as it has been observed in chapter three, it is particularly Iago’s ability to invent his own stories, 
unverifiable by other characters, which serves him as a powerful device for deceiving other characters as 
well as the audience. 
67 Marvin Rosenberg, “In Defense of Iago,“ Shakespeare Quarterly, Spring 1955: 145-158. 
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play oscillates. In comparison to the vague finiteness of Iago’s story which has its roots in 

the unspecified past and ends in a similarly indefinite future after the final line of the play, 

Richard’s story is strictly defined by the birth of a handicapped child and by his death at 

the battle of Bosworth.  

Moreover, Richard differs from Iago also in the fact that he is developed on two 

more platforms. He appears in the previous plays from the tetralogy, and in the frequent 

recollections of other characters. On the contrary, Iago can present himself only within the 

range of the play Othello and his character is constituted by what he is on the stage, rather 

than what he is said to have been before the play begun. In more general terms, Othello is 

the play determined by the actions performed on the stage (what is staged is the full 

development of the relationship between Othello and Desdemona, encompassing the initial 

happiness of a newly-wed couple as well as the final collapse of the marriage) while 

Richard III has a historical dimension which constantly penetrates the present actions. The 

previous parts of the tetralogy represent the physical basis of this dimension which is 

reflected in the characters’ recollections in Richard III. The triple stratification of the play 

– the current events, the past events, and the historical memory which intermediates them – 

naturally contributes to the multiplicity in the representation of the main anti-hero. 

The fact that such a great deal of Richard’s life between his birth and his death is 

actually captured on the stage makes him a unique character among Shakespeare’s 

protagonists, comparable only to Henry V who appears as Prince Hal in both parts of 

Henry IV before he becomes the main hero of Henry V. The fact that he appears in The 

Second Part of Henry VI, The Third Part of Henry VI and Richard III makes it possible to 

trace the development of the villain from Richard to Gloucester and to the King.  

The character of Richard starts to be elaborated in 2 Henry VI where he appears in 

order to vouch for his father York. Already the first words Richard utters signal his 

boldness and readiness for aggression, which are his elemental psychological traits that are 

fully demonstrated in the following two plays and reach their climax at the battle of 

Bosworth. Richard modifies his brother Edward’s lines and supports his determination to 

“give their words” (V.1.137) for their father York – in this way, he stands out as the more 

daring of the brothers. This observation is highly relevant for Richard III where Edward 

becomes “son of York” (I.1.2) that Richard strives to outshine, or, more precisely, eclipse: 

Edward: Ay, noble father, if our words will serve. 
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Richard: And if words will not, then our weapons shall. (V.1.138-9) 

Richard remains only a minor character in 2 Henry VI, whereas he is given an 

ample opportunity to constitute his character in 3 Henry VI. There Richard continues to be 

presented as the same daredevil creature as he seems to be at the end of The Second Part of 

Henry VI, nevertheless, his verbal audacity is enriched by his warriorlike courage and 

tinged with his characteristic cynicism, the germs of which can be found already in his first 

utterance when he presents the head of Somerset whom he has killed. However, it is worth 

noting that at this moment Richard is not yet the bloody sardonic malcontent of Richard III 

– his statement does not stand out as an isolated expression of cruelness but becomes the 

part of a cynical word play developed by the Yorkist adherents: 

Richard: Speak thou for me and tell them what I did. 

Throwing down Somerset’s head 

York: Richard hath best deserved of all my sons. 

                     But is your grace dead, my Lord of Somerset? 

Norfolk: Such hope have all the line of John of Gaunt! 

Richard: Thus do I hope to shake King Henry’s head. (I.1.15-9) 

Richard in 3 Henry VI is not a simple precursor to King Richard III, he is a decently 

elaborate character which is not devoid of paradoxes. The greatest one concerns Richard’s 

image in the first and second half of the play. In the first part of 3 Henry VI he is presented 

as a resolute son of York who persistently encourages his father to claim the throne. 

Similarly as his brother Edward, he proves his courage, as his father implies in his 

recollection of the battle scene which in some way anticipates Richard’s later fighting at 

Bosworth: 

Three times did Richard make a lane to me. 

And thrice cried ‘Courage, father! fight it out!’ 

... 

And when the hardiest warriors did retire, 

Richard cried ‘Charge! and give no foot of ground!’ 

And cried ‘A crown, or else a glorious tomb!’ (I.4.9-16) 
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Richard in 3 Henry VI is not yet the “solitary hunter” despised by all as he is 

portrayed in Richard III. He professes his respect for family ties, and even shows some 

sense of justice. He seems to figuratively respond to the above mentioned words of his 

father when he expresses his concern for him mingled with pride: “So fared our father with 

his enemies; / So fled his enemies my warlike father: / Methinks, ‘tis prize enough to be his 

son” (II.1-18-20). And later, after he learns about his father’s brutal death, he swears: 

To weep is to make less the depth of grief: 

Tears then for babes; blows and revenge for me 

Richard, I bear thy name; I’ll venge thy death, 

Or die renowned by attempting it. (I.1.85-8) 

Nevertheless, it is not only the father-son bond Richard acknowledges; he also 

shows concern with the fate of his brothers, especially with young murdered Rutland. 

When speaking of his death in the presence of the man responsible for it, Richard keeps 

emphasising not only the family tie between them, but also the youth and innocence of the 

prince: “As thou didst kill our tender brother Rutland” (II.2.115), “Who ... hewing Rutland 

when his leaves put forth [as well as killing his root, his father York] From whence that 

tender spray did sweetly spring” (II.6.47-50), “Clifford, that cruel child-killer“ (II.2.112). 

His words seem to be especially remarkable in the light of the fact that Richard III has 

gone down in history as the instigator of the murder of the Princes in the Tower, the king-

child Edward V and his brother Richard. 

Richard’s character undergoes a radical twist heralded by his well-known 

monologue in III.2 where the disparity between Richard’s “seeming” (of a loyal brother of 

the future King Edward), and his “being” (his concealed ambition to ascend to power) is 

firstly delineated. The distinction between his true self and his pretended image also brings 

about the shift from Richard being a mere figure to Richard playing his own role of the 

villain: 

Why, I can smile, and murder whiles I smile, 

And cry ‘Content’ to that which grieves my heart, 
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And wet my cheeks with artificial tears, 

And frame my face to all occasions. (III.2.182-5)68 

The change in Richard’s image is so abrupt and lacking any previous warning 

signals that it almost evokes the impression that only in the midst of the play 3 Henry VI 

Shakespeare decided to lay basis for the future portrayal of Richard as a villain. When 

examining the overall development of the character across the boundaries of individual 

plays, it is possible to say that Richard from the first part of 3 Henry VI holds the mirror up 

to Richard in the second part of the play and in Richard III. King Richard III is confronted 

with his previous image: the man who has pitied the untimely death of Rutland becomes 

the child-killer himself, and, similarly, he who has once so convincingly emphasised the 

value of the relationship between a father and a son69 becomes a social outcast cursed by 

almost everyone, including his own mother, who describes he son scornfully: “But now 

two mirrors of his princely semblance / Are crack’d in pieces by malignant death, / And I 

for comfort have but one false glass, / Which grieves me when I see my shame in him” 

(II.2.51-4). 

                                                 
68 The speech in 3 Henry VI anticipates a mirror scene in Richard III where Gloucester’s histrionic genius 
is put into perfection. There he not only comments on his acting skills (“And thus I clothe my naked 
villainy / with odd old ends, stol’n forth of Holy Writ, / And seem a saint when most I play the devil” 
I.3.335-7) but also proves to be a capable director because his proclamation of deception is followed by a 
stage direction: “Enter two Murderers.” A. P. Rossiter calls such Richard’s speeches “chuckling private 
jokes – made to ‘myself alone’”, and concludes that what Shakespeare offers the audience is not merely 
‘the acting of drama’, but also ‘the drama of consummate acting’” (18). 
69 The strong relationship between Richard and his father is proven not only by individual professions of 
loyalty, such as the above mentioned statements “Richard hath best deserved of all my sons” and 
“Methinks, 'tis prize enough to be his son”. Buckingham is right when he implies that the link between 
the son Richard of Gloucester and his father Richard of York is deeper and more profound, even though 
saying that the hunchback is a copy of his noble father is somewhat ludicrous: “... I did infer your 
lineaments, / Being the right idea of your father, / Both in your form and nobleness of mind” (R3, 
III.7.12-4). Besides the apparent likeness of their natures (which is shown by their common warlike zeal 
as well as the sense of humour, as in the first scene of 3 Henry VI), the similarity between both Richards 
is reflected also in the common features of their speeches. In 2 Henry VI York delivers a soliloquy which 
very much resembles the opening speech of his son in Richard III, as well as his monologue in III.2 in 3 
Henry VI. In advance, York informs the audience about his plans to disrupt the current course of events 
(“I will stir up in England some black storm / Shall blow ten thousand souls to heaven or hell“ III.1.349-
50) and declares the manipulation with a tool-villain similar to Richard’s Buckingham as his main 
strategy the (“And, for a minister of my intent, / I have seduced a headstrong Kentishman, / John Cade of 
Ashford” III.1.355). He does not even refrain from attributing himself diabolic symbolism when depicting 
his intention to deceive the others (“I fear me you but warm the starved snake, / Who, cherish’d in your 
breasts, will sting your hearts” III.1.343-4). The ultimate goal he wants to reach by such a strategy is 
winning the crown (“And this fell tempest shall not cease to rage / Until the golden circuit on my head, / 
Like to the glorious sun’s transparent beams, / Do calm the fury of this mad-bred flaw” III.1.51-4).  
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Curiously, the change in Richard’s nature corresponds to the change in his name. 

When the new King Edward announces his plan to bestow his brothers aristocratic titles 

and, thus, make Richard the Duke of Gloucester and George the Duke of Clarence, Richard 

objects: “Let me be Duke of Clarence, George of Gloucester; / For Gloucester’s dukedom 

is too ominous” (III.1.106-7). Richard seems to resist the name which he considers an 

omen but his request is turned down as a “foolish observation” (III.1.108). The evidence 

that the name actually has its special significance is given already at the beginning of 

Richard III in connection to the prophecy which says that the person, whose name begins 

with the letter G, “of Edward’s heirs the murderer shall be” (I.1.40). Due to this prophecy 

George of Clarence finds himself under suspicion, but it is Richard of Gloucester to whom 

it actually applies – in this respect, Richard is literally “determined”, i.e. ordained by his 

name, to prove a villain. Whether the prediction is a transcendental element in the play or, 

perhaps more probably, it is an invented part of Richard’s “inductions dangerous” (I.1.32), 

it signals that the villain completes the course begun in the previous play. In the middle of 

3 Henry VI Richard is transformed into Gloucester and taints his previous image of a bold 

soldier by his new identity of a tyrant, a usurper and an insidious murderer.  

At a symbolic level, Richard surpasses the limits of an ordinary mortal and reaches 

the dimension of a devil incarnate. This may be seen as another extremity of his use of 

religious motifs, standing on the opposite pole to his affected pious semblance developed 

in III.7. Principles of his diabolic image are set up by Richard in his exhaustive soliloquy 

in 3 Henry VI where he uses the examples from the field of legends, ancient myths, as well 

as the Renaissance theatre practice to define the epic proportions of his own personality. 

His comparisons are hyperbolic similes by means of which Richard outshines the beings he 

compares himself to and, figuratively speaking, conquers the basic sphere of human 

cultural consciousness: 

I’ll drown more sailors than the mermaid shall; 

I’ll slay more gazers than the basilisk; 

I’ll play the orator as well as Nestor, 

Deceive more slily than Ulysses could, 

And, like a Sinon, take another Troy. 

I can add colours to the chameleon, 
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Change shapes with Proteus for advantages, 

And set the murderous Machiavel to school. (III.2.186-93)70 

If these lines are to be taken as Richard’s programme, he succeeds in all but one 

respect: he cannot sufficiently “add colours to the chameleon” to conceal his villainous 

nature from the majority of the characters because his true self remains too exposed 

throughout the whole drama. On that account, Waldo F. McNeir’s opinion is doubtful 

when he claims that Richard acts for the audience in the auditorium, who are aware of his 

villainy, and for “his dupes in the play, who never learn the truth about him until too 

late.”71 The fallacy of such a conclusion is confuted by those characters who approach 

Richard straight as a villain, or even as a devil, and who derive their knowledge from their 

historical experience of the previous plays. “Avaunt, thou dreadful minister of hell!” says 

Anne at the beginning of the play (I.2.46), while Margaret addresses him similarly in 

IV.4.71: “Hell’s black intelligencer.” His own mother joins in the scornful choral and adds 

the account of his prior life, including his early years which are not captured even in the 

second or third volumes of Henry VI: 

Thou cam’st on earth to make the earth my hell. 

A grievous burden was thy birth to me; 

Tetchy and wayward was thy infancy. 

The school days frightful, desperate, wild and furious; 

Thy prime of manhood daring, bold and venturous; 
                                                 

70 Bernard Spivack underlines the theatrical trace in Richard’s concluding lines, considering them “neither 
more nor less than another version of the moral pedigree of the Vice”. Waldo F. McNeir challenges this 
reading as too limited, claiming that the villain surpasses “any grinning, self-congratulating derivate of 
the medieval Vice” by his excellence and frightfulness of his character (both Waldo F McNeir, “The 
Masks of Richard the Third,” Studies in English Literature, 1500-1900 Spring 1971: 171.). The polemics 
reflects a more general question about the extent to which Richard is a conventional Renaissance villain 
(as it is said in chapter two of this thesis, such an argument was raised against Iago by Leavis), or how 
much he is innovative in comparison to, say, Marlowe’s Tamburlaine or Barabas. This opinion is held by 
Zdeněk Stříbrný who suggests that it is Shakespeare who shows a greater consistency in surpassing the 
schematic portrayal of human nature of the medieval moralities:  

In spite of their monumentality, Marlowe’s heroes are still the bearers of a single invariable 
characteristic, no matter how individualized and grandiloquently projected ... it may be. On the 
contrary, in Richard’s nature there are brought out, in addition to the dominant Machiavellian 
egotism, also other virtues and demerits which make him a realistically credible human being. 
Thus, Marlowe’s one-dimensional breakthrough in the portrayal of the dramatic characters 
spreads out in all directions and initiates the great discovery of a man and his soul that 
culminates in the mature tragedies. (138, the translation is mine) 

71 McNeir 173. 
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Thy age confirmed proud, subtle, sly and bloody, 

More mild, but yet more harmful, kind in hatred. (IV.4.167-73) 

The last time the Duchess encounters her son, she puts a doomful curse on him: “Bloody 

thou art, bloody will be thy end; / Shame serves thy life and doth thy death attend“ 

(IV.4.195).  

The comparison of the three women’s utterances shows that their speeches to 

Richard differ significantly in their focus. While Margaret – whose choice of words “Hell’s 

black intelligencer” curiously captures the same qualities as Leavis repudiates in his term 

“diabolic intellect” by which he labels Iago – and Anne are predisposed to hate Richard 

due to his real acts depicted in 3 Henry VI, the Duchess to some extent address only her 

own projection of her son’s growing up, which cannot be objectively verified. In other 

words, Margaret and Anne derive Richard’s non-human nature by his deed staged in the 

previous parts of the tetralogy. On the contrary, the Duchess imposes on her son her own 

subjective judgement72 and portrays him as a fiend from his birth, because his wickedness 

was recognisable as early as in his infant age. Developing such an overview of Richard’s 

life, the Duchess presents him as the pure, unconditioned Evil, and even, in some respect, 

as the variation on the theme of “motiveless malignity”.  

However, the reading related to Iago can never be smoothly applicable to Richard 

III, for there are substantial differences between both villains. It has been already argued 

that it is possible to identify a hint of “evilness per se” in Iago’s character provided his 

motivations are found not sufficiently backed up; such details as his obscure background or 

                                                 
72 The Duchess is one of the figures who prove that the elemental quality of memories is their 
selectiveness. She is not completely fair when scorning her son, because she tends to forget the character 
of her husband and his father Richard, Duke of York. She cherishes his virtuous memory, as the use of 
the adjective “worthy” in II.2.49 suggests. Indeed, such an evaluation may be substantiated by his bravery 
in 3 Henry VI, but it completely ignores the darker sides of his character, especially the insatiability of his 
ambition described in his monologue in 2 Henry VI where he explicitly states: “You put sharp weapons in 
a madman's hands” (III.1.347). It is even possible to say that in the course of Richard III the Duchess 
occasionally accuses her son of committing crimes which his father once declared to commit himself. 
Another character that demonstrates how the human memory is fluid and adjustable according to the 
needs of its possessor is Anne. When she addresses the dead King Henry VI, she makes a prophecy about 
his murderer, not yet knowing she is about to face the curse herself: “If ever he have wife, let her be made 
/ More miserable by the death of him / Than I am made by my young lord and thee” (I.2.26-8). When she 
recalls her statement later on, she speaks about Richard grieving his wife by his life, not by his death: 
“And when thou wed’st, let sorrow haunt thy bed; / And be thy wife, if any be so mad, / More miserable 
by the life of thee / Than thou hast made me by my dear lord’s death” (IV.173-6). By adjusting her 
formulation she contributes to the image Richard as a devil who, to paraphrase his mother’s words, has 
come to the earth to turn it into hell for all the people affected by his crimes. 
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the blurred limits of his appearance in the play contribute to this reading. On the other 

hand, Richard is a character firmly established in the social structure of the play, and it is 

precisely his position of an outcast that is, together with his distinctive ambition, the 

driving force of his actions. If in case of Iago we are left to decide whether we want to 

perceive him concretely and without any inner contradictions, or whether we give way to 

abstraction, Richard’s character does not seem to offer such a wide-ranging interpretation: 

his physical existence and his diabolic image keep balancing one another in the audience’s 

view. His created image of the devil incarnate, despite its unavoidable tinge of extremity, 

keeps reminding us that Richard is the example of the utterly corrupt person who decided 

to usurp the throne in the middle of 3 Henry VI and does not refrain from the most heinous 

crimes to fulfil his plan. Simultaneously, the acknowledgement of his realistic identity of a 

person partly reduces such a monstrous image, making Gloucester more human and 

vulnerable. It shows that Richard, the titanic Machiavel, is also a man hurt in many 

respects by the lack of love and by a constant scorn; this is the way how his cry before the 

battle of Bosworth may also be interpreted: “Bind up my wounds!” (V.3.177). It is there 

that the story of a child who has been regarded as abnormal and ominous from his infancy, 

and who has grown into a man with abhorrent principles, but also with a great skill of 

presenting them as attractive, reaches its final climax in the depiction of a courageous 

army-leader, and is concluded by his ultimate fall. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

   

The thesis aimed to explore, by means of the analysis and comparison of Iago and 

Richard III, some specific features in William Shakespeare’s portrayal of villain 

characters. In the effort to approach the topic as broadly as possible within the scope of a 

BA thesis, several levels of character analysis were developed. Firstly, the villains were 

examined in terms of their individual strategies of constituting their dissimulated 

semblance by which they cover their true villainous nature. Such an analysis showed how 

the villains are presented as cohesive and convincing characters, even though in their 

selves pulsates the great paradox of a detachment of two identities. Equal attention, 

however, was paid to any discrepancies and contradictions in their strategies of self-

representation. Secondly, a more general analysis was elaborated which attempted to cover 

the particular character’s development in the play, as well as possible overall 

interpretations of the villains. 

 The theoretical basis of the thesis was established in chapter two where the essay 

“Diabolic Intellect and the Noble Hero” by F. R. Leavis was firstly summarised and then 

critically assessed. Leavis’s ideas of “diabolic intellect” and “noble hero”, and yet more the 

critical response to them, served as the inspiration and the impulse for the independent 

analysis of the villains in the following chapters; in this respect, the critic’s observations 

were applied not only to Iago, but also extended to Richard III. In the most general terms, 

the thesis strived to be a polemics with Leavis’s views about the legitimacy or non-

legitimacy of the very examining the villain characters. By analysing them at various 

levels, the thesis aimed to unfold the inner complexity of Shakespearean villains and, thus, 

show that Iago and Richard III represent the figures elaborate enough to make the 

examination of them meaningful and fruitful. 

 The third chapter was concerned with a detailed analysis of the villain’s strategies 

of creating their “being” and “seeming” identity in relation to their language as a tool 

which both contributes to these strategies and reveals them. The terms “villainy concealed” 

and “villainy exposed” were introduced here to describe the initial difference in the 

recognition of the villains by other stage characters, i.e. the fact that while Iago retains his 

virtuous semblance until the end of the play, Richard III is identified as a villain at its 

onset. It was found out that this distinction radically determines their various strategies of 
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dissimulation. Still, in spite of the particularity of both characters, common features in their 

strategies can be observed. Firstly, both villains show their rhetorical ingeniousness in 

exploiting puns and metaphors by means of which they enter the game of negotiation of 

meanings with the figures on the stage, as well as with the audience. Secondly, the 

characters are able to turn unfavourable conditions to their advantage. This aptitude is 

conspicuous especially in case of Richard III the antipathy against whom is provoked by 

his deeds committed in three plays of the first tetralogy. Thirdly, the prime impulse for the 

villains’ crimes seems to be their feeling of frustration, although the particular motifs are 

presented with different, and perhaps uneven, conclusiveness. As it was observed, such an 

impression substantially influences the audience’s interpretation of the characters.  

 The overall characterisation of the villains in chapter four led to a conclusion that 

the possibilities of the interpretation vary according to the specificities of each individual. 

The audience’s understanding of Richard III can be seen as the search for the balance 

between the two boundary points: perceiving Richard either as the victim of social 

deprivation which arouses hatred and a will to revenge in the affected individual, or as the 

devil incarnate and the beast on the throne which destroys the innocent and pure characters 

around him. Iago differs from Richard III by the obscurity of his motifs, as well as by the 

possible notion of “infiniteness” of his character. The thesis did not strive to judge whether 

Iago’s malignity is or is not motivated, but it suggested that the long history of 

Shakespearean criticism on this topic itself is the proof that Iago’s character is unresolved 

in this respect. Therefore, it is perhaps more than in any other case up to the audience to 

decide their preferable interpretation, because if any Shakespearean villain is to be 

perceived as reaching the state of abstraction of evil, it is arguably Iago. Depending on the 

audience’s preference of understanding, Iago can be, on the one hand, perceived as a 

frustrated soldier who nourishes his disgruntlement by ruining its supposed begetter. On 

the other hand, he can be seen as a character that veils his inherent and unmotivated 

wickedness in lofty words of accusation and who represents a mirror to Othello’s darker 

qualities and a fertile soil where these seeds of imperfections may grow, and be tended by 

the Moor himself as Iago transforms him into the instigator of his own ruin.  

The thesis examined various peculiar aspects of both villains and thereby confirmed 

the reasons for which Iago and Richard III remain vivid and topical even four hundred 

years after their creation. However, it does not claim the licence to judge which of the 

characters is theatrically more attractive. General observation can be made that the villains 
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keep captivating the audience by their different strategies of executing their plans: while 

Iago’s role is a virtuous performance of subtlety and ingeniousness of manipulating others 

into their own tragedy, we may say together with McNeir that Richard fascinates us by 

showing his straightforward “naked villainy” that addresses our own naked id: “Although 

we may feel uneasy about it, our virtuous superego is lulled, and the naked id awakes to 

vicarious enjoyment of Richard’s virtuosity in villainy.”73  

The decision about the attractiveness of evil performed on stage always remains on 

the readers and viewers and has to be made again with every new reading of Shakespeare’s 

texts and every new performance of Othello and Richard III. Nevertheless, it is a proof of 

the topicality of Shakespeare’s work that the questions it provokes are no less relevant 

today than they were in the time of the Renaissance. Where is the boundary between 

condemning Iago and Richard III as ruthless predators, and perceiving them as imperfect 

beings who have submitted themselves to the base, but at least to some extent 

understandable feelings of frustration and injustice? Are we as their viewers always 

successful in overcoming these emotions, or do we, though perhaps in more petty terms, 

sometimes follow the course of such Iagos and Richards? And if we are able to immerse 

with fascination into their theatre of evilness despite being aware of good and bad, does the 

magnetism of villains imply that the accomplished artistic rendering transcends the moral 

boundaries? If such questions really do emerge in us while dealing with Shakespeare’s 

writing, they themselves give a convincing answer to Leavis’s query whether the supposed 

“diabolic intellects” are worth our attention at all. 

                                                 
73 McNeir 178. 
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